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ALTAIC NUMERALS 

For Karl H. Menges to his 90th birthday (April 22,1998) 

The Altaic hypothesis supposes a genetic relationship of Turkic, Mongo
lian, Tungus, Korean and Japanese. One of the most frequent arguments of its 
opponents (Clauson, Scerbak) is based on an imaginary absence of common 
numerals. The presence of common (= inherited) numerals represents certainly 
an important argument for a genetic relationship. But its absence has no de
claring value — there are more safely related languages without any related 
numerals. The recent progress in a comparative historical phonology of Altaic 
languages allows to identify more inherited numerals and to differentiate them 
from the numerals of substratal or adstratal origin. 

The most promising set of regular correspondences among Altaic branches 
and the reconstruction of the Proto-Altaic consonantism was made by Sta-
rostin (1986: 104 and 1991: 21) and Vovin (1994: 100): 

Rule Proto- Proto-Tuikic Common Proto- Middle Proto-Japanese 
- Altaic Mongolian Tungus Korean 

1. V *0-,*-p- V > h-, -b- *P p-.p(h) *P 
2. *p *b h-, -r-/-w- *p-. *-b- p-, -w- */>-, -m-
3. *b *b b-,-y- *b-, *-w- P *p/*b(-m-/-r-) 
4. *-w- *-b-/*-0- -b-l-y- *-w/*-y-•0- / *-0-
5. *m *b-, *m m *m m *m/*-0 
6. +t *t t. m *t. V; ' - t-. t(h) *t 
7. *t *d-, *-t- d.Sd) *d; *Sl-.- t-, -r- *t/*d 

8. *d *d- d,S(0 
t-
*d. *Si- t-, -r- *t/*d, -y-l-0 

9. *n *-n- n *n n *n/*-0 
10. *-rr *-r- -r- *-r- -r- *-t-/*-r-/*-0 
11. *-r,- *r> *-z- •r- *-r- -r- *-t-/*-r-

- Ch -r-
12. *', *j; *' n-,l */ n-, -r- *n-, *-T; *-0 
13. •-/,- *i > *-!- -1- *-;- -rihh *-s-

~ Ch -/-
14. •s *j s *s S-/h; S *s 
15. *f? s *i 
16. *z ? *j s *s s- *s 
17. *e V I *e *t 
18. *e *d-, *•!- d-,-e- •3; *s- I *(-. *-s-
19. *i *j s *3 ( *d-, *-y-. *-0 
20. n *d n-, *n- / *m-, *n, *-0 
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Rule Proto- Pro to-Turkic Common Proto- Middle Proto- Japanese 
- Altaic Mongolian Tungus Korean 

21. Vv- -y- *-y- .y. *-y-
22. **' **-, *-k-/*-r-k-.-k-Z-y- *x-, *k k/h- *k 

23. •t *g/*k *-. -8- *k: *g k-,-h-/-0- *k 
24. •* *g g-. -r- *g k; -g-f-h-/ •k-*-w-/*-y-/*-0-

-0-
25. *0-, *-0 *0-/g-, -08-/-Y: - n-/0-, Q/0 *n-/*m-/*0-, 

n *-m-/*-n-

Note: 1) Starostin 1991: 119-120, fn. 13 postulates the palatalized reflex 
our objections are explained in #20. 

Turkic numerals 

The Proto-Turkic reconstructions follow Mudrak (1993), including his 
specific transcription of proto-phonems (Mudrak - Starostin / Vovin): t- = d-, 
t'- = t-/th-, c = t, j=;*etc. 

Proto-Turkic 
modified after 
Mudrak 1993 

Volga-Bolguian 
Benzing 1959 

Chuvash 
Baitchura 1994 
weak strong 

Old Turkic 
Kononov 1980 

Khalaj 
Doerfer 1971 

1 •Mr •Mr p/r p/rre bir bl 
2 *fkkl •iti mi) tkki iU,fki IkUI/Ikh 
3 •U'C *veOm "3rd" viill 01 iS 111 
4 •iSru *mt dvat(i) tivalli Idrt tortlftrt 
5 •btfk *biil pillk pilllk bfS.bii btl 
6 *»m *alS ulKD ultti alff alia 
7 'MO' •JIM mi) Mil jiti.jfti yitti 
8 *sek(k)if •Mir saUr sakUr Sfkiz stkkiz 
9 *tok(k)uf *toxur ahSr iShMr loqvz toqquz 
10 •Sn •van vun vunni on u "n 
20 *ttgirbi *fiirim iirim jfgirmi, jigirmi/S yigirmi 
30 *ottuf-*olluf •votur vldr 01UZ hortuz 
40 •k'ir'k - •** •qlrq hlrih qtrq qlrq 
50 'tl(l)lg HtU alii ilig illi 
60 •altbii utmll alums' altmiH 
70 'Setbif iitmil jetmiS. jitmi! yatmi.t 
80 *sek(k)if-Bn sakSrvun sakSrvunni sfkiz on seiQi)san 
90 •tokkufSn •loxur-van tthfrvun AUrvmnS toquz on Doxsan 
100 •JUr Sir jaz ydz 1 yi'z 

Comparative-etymological analysis 

1. Tk *bfr "I" is usually compared with WrMo btiri, Khalkha bur etc. 
"each, all" (Ramstedt 1907: 5). Miller 1971: 230 adds OJp pito-tu < *pito and 
MKor piris, piriso "at first; to begin". Starostin, Dybo & Mudrak reconstruct 
pAlt *biiri. See also Starostin 1991: 99, who prefers *birV. 

TeniSev 1978: 110 connects Tk "1" with *barmak "thumb". CanySev 1985: 
78 adds Tatar birgi "near" and OTk berii "hither". His comparison with IE 
*perH2- "front, first" is doubtful. 
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2. Tk *ekki "2" has not any safe etymology. Ramstedt 1949: 195 compared 
it with Kor pegim [= pik(m] "the next, the following, the one following" (with 
the same suffix as deim "the first"). Starostin 1991: 284 adds OJp p{w)oka, 
Ryukyu fbki, Tokyo hdka (*poka) and reconstructs pAlt *p'ek'V. The ex
pected semantical development is plausible, cf. Latin secundus "2nd" vs. se-
quor "I follow". But the initial pAlt *p'- implies h- in Khalaj, an archaic 
Turkic language from Iran. And here only the form akki is attested (cf. Doer-
fer, OLZ 66[1971]: 439 ). But it is possible to etymologize this numeral on the 
basis of the same semantic motivation. In *-ki the suffix of ordinals can be 
identified, cf. Tuvin birgi, ijigi, OSkti, beSki "1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th", OTk 
baStigki "1st" (Scerbak 1977: 151). A hypothetical primary root can be found 
in the verb *eg-, cf. *eg-er- "to follow" > Chagatai eger-, Uzbek egir-, and 
with another extension Lobnor ej-eS- ; a simple root probably appears in OTk 
iv- "to follow" — see Sevortjan I: 242 (the phonetic development has an anal
ogy e.g. in OTk dvtir-, dwtir- vs. Uzbek ogir- "to turn", see Sevortjan I: 498-
499). A connection between *ekki "2" and *eg-(er-) was already anticipated by 
VambSry (see Sevortjan I: 245) and recently TeniSev (1978: 112). The attempt 
deriving the numeral from the verb *ek- "to sow" (CanySev 1985: 78 following 
Vambery, cf. Sevortjan I: 252) is not convincing for semantical reasons. 

In principle, at least as an alternative, an Iranian origin must also be taken 
in account, cf. Modem Persian yek digar "one second", yek yek "one each", 
Zoroastrian Pahlavi ek ek, Yaghnobi Tki Tki "one by one" (Emmerick 1991: 
334-335). 

3. Tk *W6 "3" (traditionally *M— see Rasanen 1969: 518) is also rather 
puzzling. Ramstedt 1907: 9 compared it with WrMo utii-ken "small", related 
to Tg *tfi£i-kun id. (Starostin 1991: 18, 43), explaining "few" > "3" (or vice 
versa !). CanyBev 1985: 79 connects *Ud with *ud "end, point, edge, begin
ning" (Sevortjan I: 612-613). Semantically it is really possible, cf. e.g. 
Dravidian *mm- "3" derived from *muo.- > Tamil mm "in front, prior", munai 
"front, face, point, sharpened end, edge" etc. (Andronov 1978: 242; DEDR 
5020, 5052). The semantic motivation could look as follows: "protruding 
(finger)" > "middle-finger" > "three". But the different anlaut in Khalaj huud 
"end" vs. ti$/l£ "3" excludes this etymology. In Lamut dialect of Kamchatka 
Bay Messerschmidt recorded a unique form tittan "3" (Anderson 1982: 53). If 
it is not just a misprint (cf. ullan by Strahlenberg 1730), it could reflect an 
original *ut-lan or even *ud-lan, fully compatible with Tk *ud. The internal 
structure can also be recognized here. There was a suffix of ordinal numerals 
*-<5(i) attested in a simple form in Chuvash -S (p&riS "1st"), perhaps in Yakut 
-s (ikkis "2nd", UHUs "3nd", uon biris "11th" etc), and in the Common Turkic 
compound suffix of ordinals *-ind(i) (Scerbak 1977: 144-150). The develop
ment could look *ut- & > *u£. The meaning "3" may not be the oldest. 
Gordlevskij (1945: 141) demonstrated that in Kyrgiz, the form ud appears in 
children's games in the meaning "5". In the game imitating a fight for the 
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main tent of the Qayan, the idiom qbrqthn ucu "200" = "40 x 5" was used. If 
the meaning "5" was primary, the numeral *ud resembles very suggestively 
Kogurjo uc/Zutu and pJp *itu- "5" (see Japanese numerals, # 58). 

There is again a possibility of Iranian origin, cf. Buddhist Sogdian ?$ty- & 
cSty-, Khwarezmian Sy "3" (Emmerick 1991: 321). A similar sound substitu
tion is known e.g. from Ujgur ucmaq (but OTk uStmax, uctmax, Chuvash 
Sattmx) "paradise" < Sogdian ?w$tm?x (Sevortjan I: 614). 

4. Tk *tdrtA "4" = *tSrd (Poppe) = *tort (Rasanen) = *Srt (Dybo) has 
been compared with Mo dorben, Tg *dujgin and pJp *da- "4" (Ramstedt 
1907: 7-8; Hamp 1970: 194; Miller 1971: 220-221; Miller 1996: 116 adds the 
puzzling early MKor towi etc. "3", corr. "4", recorded in Japanese tana-
syllabic script — see # 46). The final dental can perhaps be identified with the 
plural-collective marker attested in OTk -t (cf. oyli't "descendants" — 
Kononov 1980: 147). An indirect evidence can be found in Mo gudin, docin 
"30", "40" < *gurtin, *ddrtin (cf. also Kyrgiz qbrqtbn "40" quoted above). 
Hamp (1970: 194) reconstructs even pMo *gurt-guan "3" & *ddrt-guan "4" 
with *-t-. Poppe 1960: 110 assumed that the only regular correspondence to 
Mongol-Tungus *d- is Turkic He concluded that the Tk numeral must be 
borrowed. Starostin, following the idea of Illid-Svityc" and Cincius about three 
series of occlusives, postulates the response nr. 7 (see above) and reconstructs 
pAlt *tdr ~*tur (1991: 71). More about a possibility of an inner Altaic ety
mology see # 22. CanySev 1985: 79 rejects the traditional Altaic comparanda 
and offers his own solution based on the identification of the final *-t with the 
last syllables *-ti/*-ti of the numerals "6", "7", postulating their original 
meaning "finger". The root proper has to be related to *ttir- "zusammenrollen" 
(Rasanen 1969: 506). Doubtful. 

There is again an alternative to seek an Iranian origin of this numeral, cf. 
Old Iranian *(x)turfya- > Avestan tviriia "4th", Sxtuinm "four times". But the 
form *tur9a- (Bartholomae), much more resembling Tk *tdrtA did not exist in 
Iranian (Emmerick 1992: 321-324). 

Rona-Tas (1974: 504) tried to identify the source of Tk "4" in Tocharian B 
itwer "4"(similarly the numerals 5, 7, 8, 20, 10000 should have also been of 
Tocharian [B] origin). 

5. Tk *befk "5" reconstructed by Mudrak (1993: 94 - 95; his comparison 
with IE *penkwe is doubtful) solves better the difference between Common 
Turkic *beS and Chuvash pil(l)jfk than the reconstructions of other authors 
(Rasanen: *b§S, Doerfer: *be$, Sevortjan: *beS, Serebrennikov & Gadzieva : 
*bSS- < *b5l-), and at the same time confirms the old comparison with Tk 
*bilek "wrist, forearm, arm"// Mo bile "wrist", Kalmyk btilkp "forearm" < 
*biliiken II Tg *bile-(ptun) "wrist" (Ramstedt 1907: 12-13; Poppe 1960: 117; 
Rasanen 1969: 76; Sevortjan II: 126, 145-146), cf. yet MKor phar "arm" < 
*pirh (Starostin). 
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Benzing 1959: 731 sees in the Tk "5" an Iranian borrowing (cf. Persian 
panjfa ). Concerning the final -k in Chuvash, he finds an analogy in Urdu 
paniak "the group of 5". Rdna-Tas 1974: 502 derives Tk *beS from Tocharian 
B pit "5". 

6. Tk *alti "6" has not an unambiguous etymology either. Ramstedt (1907: 
15) sees in this word an alternative name for "thumb" derived from *al- "to 
take", similarly as *barmak "thumb, finger" can be connected with Mo bari-
"to catch". Canysev (1985: 80) presents a modification "take a finger" on the 
basis of his Active *ti "finger". Hamp (1974: 675-676) analyzes the numerals 
*alt-bii "60", *3et-bii "70" as "the first after 50", "the second after 50", iden
tifying *alt- with OTk alt "bottom", al "side", aim "forehead"; cf. Chagatai al 
"front side" (Rasanen 1969: 14; Sevortjan I: 124). It would mean "6" = "[1] 
before [5]". This point of view can be supported: if Mudrak, reconstructing 
Old Bolgarian *ets "5", is right, the second component of this numeral can be 
identified with the Old Bolgarian "5" (the same can be said about the follow
ing numeral "7"). 

7. Tk *jet(t)i "7" = *jatti (Starostin) = *Bati (Scerbak) = *dette (Doerfer) 
is also without any convincing etymology. Starostin (1991: 141) adds Tk *jatti 
(< *jaddi ?) to Tg *nada-n and OJp nana- "7" without any deeper etymological 
attempt. Ramstedt (1907: 16) connects the numeral with the verb *$e "to eat" 
(Rasanen 1969: 194), seeking an analogy in Mo doluyan "7" vs. doluya- "to 
lick". Hartman (Keleti Szemle 1[1900]: 155) reconstructed *jet-di. Supposing 
a specific role of the numeral "7", he derived it from the verb *jet- "erreichen, 
genug sein" (Rasanen 1969: 199). 

In the first component of the numerals "7", "70", Hamp (1974: 675-676) 
sees a regular Turkic counterpart of WrMo Jitiiger "the second wife in a biga
mous family" (but -t is an integral part of the suffix, cf. yu-tuyar "3rd" etc.). 

R6na-Tas (1974: 500) admits that a hypothetical connection of Tk "7" and 
pre-Tocharian B *seyte "7" is very problematic. 

8. Tk *sek(k)ir"S" is segmentable in *ek(k)i "2" & *-f 'dual marker'; for 
the initial *s- the meaning "without" can be expected. Its direct traces are not 
evident in Turkic, but the negative verb in Mongolian and Tungus represent a 
hopeful evidence (Ramstedt 1907: 16-17): WrMo, MMo, Urdus ese, Daghur 
es, Monguor se etc. "not to be" (Poppe 1955: 287-288)// Ewenki esin- "not to 
be", Olcha -asi-/-esi- etc. (TMS II: 432; Poppe 1960: 65). Ramstedt 1982: 51 
adds Kor etta :ese : esin "to be contrary, be sideways", cf. WrMo esergii 
"contrary", esergude- "to oppose"; Miller (CAJ 29[1985]: 45) finds further 
OJp ese "wretched, miserable, worthless, displeasing, poor". A hypothetical 
cognate in Turkic can be identified in the word-pair *as-irka- vs. *irk-, cf. 
MTk asirga(n) "sich iiber einen Verlust betriiben", Azerbaijan asirga "nicht 
gem geben" vs. MTk irk "sammeln" (Rasanen 1969: 50, 173). Cf. also the 
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OTk negative suffixes -siz, -siz, -suz, -suz, -sul (Kononov 1980: 107; Menges, 
CAJ 18[1974]: 198). 

9. Tk *tokkuf "9" = *tokkaz (Doerfer) = *toqyz (Serebrennikov & 
Gadiieva) = *dokkoz (Dybo) is compatible with Tg *togar "span; HerBepn. 
(measure)" (TMS II: 190-191) and WrMo toge, Khalkha, Buriat, Kalmyk tS 
"span (between thumb and middle finger) (Ramstedt 1935: 408); cf. also Tk 
*t/dogar "ausspannen" (Rasanen 1969: 483). More about the connection of the 
verb "to stretch" with denotations of spans and consequently numerals in 
Indo-European see Schmid 1989: 23-24 (cf. IE *tens- "to stretch": Old Indie 
vitasti- "span" or Slavic *pbng p&i "to stretch" : *p$db "span", similarly 
Lithuanian kesti, kediii {*kwetyo) "ausbreiten, ausspannen" vs. IE *kwetw8r-
"4", originally perhaps "span"). Ramstedt 1907: 17 assumed a connection with 
WrMo toya "number" without any further explanation. Miller 1971: 236 
quotes the opinion of Lee about a connection of Tk "9" and Kogurjo te(k) 
"10". Later Ramstedt (1957: 66) compared Tk "9" with Mo toqur ~ tokir "with 
inflexible fingers" (Ramstedt 1935: 398). Burykin's comparison of Tk "9" and 
WrMo doluyan "7" (1986: 30) is quite doubtful. 

10. Tk *dn "10" resembles suggestively MKor on "100" (Ramstedt 1949: 
177), cf. Tg *3uwan "10" vs. WrMoJayun "100", and the OKor (pSilla) suffix 
of tens *-on l*-un (Krippes 1991:149). Ramstedt 1907: 20 also connected Tk 
"10" with the suffix -an of tens in Mongolian, demonstrating the process of the 
change *-on > *-an. The primary meaning can be reflected in MMo (Secret 
History) ono- "zahlen" (Haenisch 1939: 125), compared with WrMo onu-
"verstehen, das Ziel erreichen, treffen", Even unu- ~ onu- ~ ono- "to under
stand, think" (Poppe 1960: 70; TMS II: 275). On the other hand, there is Tg 
*ono "picture, ornament" (TMS II: 20), semantically comparable with MMo 
har "ornament", metaphorically perhaps "sign" > "number" (?) — cf. # 28. 
Ramstedt's attempt to include here also WrMo on "year", must be rejected not 
only because semantics (1 year = 12 months), but also for phonetic reasons 
(pMo *<pon > MMo hon, Monguor fan, #«an, Khitan po — see Ligeti, AOH 
10[1960]: 237-238; Kara 1990: 298); Mo > Manchu fan "time" // Kor pom 
"spring" with p- absent in on "100" — see Poppe 1955: 30; Id. 1960: 155; also 
Khalaj u°n "10" without the expected h- excludes this comparison). Canysev 
1985: 81 (cf. also Hamp 1974: 676) compares Tk *dn "10" with or) "right" 
("10" = "right hand ready" ?), referring to Old Kypchaq ong "10" (Sevortjan I: 
455^60). 

11. Tk *3egirbi "20" has usually been reconstructed with medial *-rm-, cf. 
*&iy'irma ~ *diy'irma (Scerbak), *3egirmi (Mudrak). Serebrennikov & 
Gadzieva 1979: 127-128 reconstruct *jiYirbo esp. on the basis of Yakut 
sSrba, Shor degirbe, Tuvin derbi, Lebedin jagarba etc. (cf. Sevortjan IV: 202; 
Poppe 1960: 87 about the tendence *-rb- > *-rm- in Turkic). The priority of 
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the cluster *-rb- confirms the hypothesis of Ramstedt (1907: 21) connecting 
the segment *-Vrbi with WrMo arban "10" and a hypothetical Tg formant of 
tens *-arma-gi > Solon nadarangt, -inyi "70", 3abkorinyt "80" etc. Later 
Ramstedt (1957: 66) offered a different solution: a comparison with MMo 
(Secret History) fi'urme-de- "to double" <*$iyur-. But Haenisch 1939: 91 
translates MMo fi'ur-me- "noch zunehmen, noch schlimmer (starker) werden". 
Regarding the existence of a parallel numeral for "20" in Turkic (*ikdn recon
structed by Scerbak 1979: 139) with a transparent internal structure (2 x 10), 
the form *$egirbi can represent a compound of originally Mongolian words 
*$iyiir-(me-) & *[<p]arba(n) "double ten". Hamp 1974: 676 connects the Tk nu
meral "20" with jigit "youth, young man", postulating *jig- "new, fresh". This 
explanation of the semantic motivation ("new" = "next ten" ?) is not convincing. 

12. Tk *ottuf - *oltuf "30" (Mahmud KaSgari had also recorded the 
meaning "3" — see Sevortjan I: 489) has no safe etymology. Hamp 1974: 676 
proposes a dissimilation from *ortuf, a derivative of *orta "middle", suppos
ing "middle (finger)" > "third (decad)". There are additional facts supporting 
and precizing just this solution: (1) The stem orta is really used for a denota
tion of the "middle finger": Sary-Yugur urtamaq; Kyrgiz, Kazakh ortan qol, 
Teleut orton qol (Sevortjan I: 476-477); (2) The forms each as Uygur ot(i)ur, 
ottura, Lobnor ottoyo, ? Chuvash varri "centre" (Sevortjan I: 474-475) differ 
from the variant *ottuf only in final -r//-f. But this attractive etymology must 
be rejected because of a different anlaut in Khalaj hottuz "30" vs. <rrta 
"middle". 

Ramstedt 1957: 66 connected the Tk "30" with Kor pottari "bundle, knot", 
although the semantic motivation remains puzzling. This comparison implying 
an original Alt *pb- can be supported by the reconstruction of pre-Tk *p-
based on Khalaj hottuz (Doerfer, OLZ66[1971]: 326 reconstructs Tk *pottaz). 

13. Tk *kU)irk "40" is again without any unambiguous etymology. Halevy 
1901: 40 speculated about a multiplication *ek(k)i-r jegirmi "2x20" > *k'irg 
> *k'irk, cf. the innovative formation of the same internal structure in Balkar 
ekijTji'rrm "40" = "2x20" (Scerbak 1977: 141 also quotes other examples of 
traces of the vigesimal system, e.g. Old Azerbaijan iki fjirx "80" = "2x40"). 
Hamp 1974: 676 seeks a source in Tk *ktr "edge" (Kazan Tatar, Teleut), usu
ally "mountain (ridge), shore, bank", even "field, steppe", while the derivative 
*king has the meaning "edge, side, border" (Rasanen 1969: 265-266). Hamp 
proposes a semantic motivation "edge (of the hand)" > "4(0)". This semantic 
interpretation can be supported, if our etymology of pAlt *dor[i] "4" is correct 
(# 22). Hamp's alternative attempt connecting the numeral with *ki'fa- "be 
short", *kifik "narrow" ("short finger" > "4(0)") is not more convincing. 

14. Tk *el([)ig "50" has been connected with Tk *el(ig) "hand" and 
*el(l)ig "breadth of the finger / of the palm of hand" (?) (Sevortjan I: 260, 
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263-264, 266-267; Ramstedt 1907: 13 also quotes Uryanchi aldik "glove"; 
Gordlevskij 1945: 135; Rasanen 1969: 39; Hamp 1974: 676); -lig is probably 
an adj. suffix (Rasanen; Schott 1853: 18 saw in Tk *-lig a counterpart to 
Fenno-Ugric *luki "10"). The deviated form ittik, appearing in Zenker's Dic-
tionnaire Turc-Arabe-Persan, I (Leipzig 1866), 8 and Vel'jaminov-Zernov's 
Slovaf DZagatajsko-Tureckij (1868) is isolated and perhaps wrongly recorded 
(Radloff I: 824). On the other hand, it suggestively resembles Old Bolgarian 
*eto "5" (Mudrak p.c.) // Kogurjo *utu, pjp *itu id. (cf. # 57). 

15. Tk *alt-bil "60", *3et-bii "70" (usually reconstructed *alt-mil2, *jet-
mil2, but Kazakh, Karakalpak, Nogai alpTs "60", Kazakh, Karakalpak zetpis, 
Nogai jetpis, Karakyrgiz jetpiS "70" confirm *b instead of *m, cf. also Sere-
brennikov & GadZieva 1979: 127) consist of two components: (1) the stem 
identical with the numerals "6", "7"; (2) the stem, which can be identified with 
the numeral "5". Probably the most convincing solution was presented by 
Hamp (1974: 675): *alt-bii-6n "(1st + 5) x 10" or "the first (decade) after 50" 
> *alt-bit "60" *$et-bii-6n "(2nd + 5) x 10" or "the second (decade) after 50" 
> *jet-bii "70". The parallel formation *bit-dn "50" really exists, cf. Osman 
Turkic be§ on (in Laws of Sulaiman the Magnificent, 16th cent.), Sary Uygur 
pis'on, Shor peion, Altai, Tuvin beien, Tofalar bezon, Yakut bies uon 
(Gordlevskij 1945: 136, 138; Sderbak 1977: 140). The idea connecting the 
formant *-bii/-bii with *beik "5" was probably first formulated by 
Dsmirc'izadd (1968) — see Sevortjan I: 141 including the other etymological 
attempts. 

A new etymology was proposed by Miller (1996: 145). He compares Tk 
*-mi'l2 with Kor -mir in simir "20" (see #44), mentioning also NKor mus "(a 
bundle of) ten (sheaves, fish, etc.), a plot of land from which ten sheaves of 
tax-grain are collected". 

16. Tk *sek(k)ir on "80", *tokkuf on "90" are also preserved as separate 
forms in the monuments of 8th cent. (Turku, Uyghur and Manichean dialects). 
Only from 9th cent., a contraction appears, cf. Xakani seksdn, tokson (Clauson 
1959: 20). 

17. Tk (Mudrak) = ^(traditionally) "100" resembles MKor 'yorh 
"10" (Lee) = j6r "10", jdrfh "a big quantity, number" (Starostin) // OJp yorb-
du "10 000"; pMo *yersiln "9" may also belong here (see # 27); if it is ety-
mologically connected with WrMo yerti "the most of yerudugen 
"generally, for the greatest part", yeriigkei "common; public" (Ramstedt 1982: 
62), the original meaning could have been *"the greatest [number]" (cf. # 27). 
This semantic reconstruction remarkably corresponds with the reconstruction 
*jiiz-on (=*$5?-dn after Mudrak), proposed already by Ramstedt 1907: 19 (cf. 
# 52). Starostin, Dybo & Mudrak 1995, n. 265 reconstruct pAlt *jEfV *"a big 
number", i.e. *yefii in our notation, taking in account also the Mongolian data. 
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Miller 1971: 211-215 derives Tk "100" from pAlt *du-r2, lit. "tens", and 
compares it with Tg *$uwan "10" < *duwan (not explaining *d-) and OJp 
towo "10". Menges 1968b: 97 presents a comparison of Tk "100" with 
Dravidian *nurn "100", deducing pAlt *Mri/*Mru. 

Mongolian numerals (modified after Poppe 1955: 242-250; Anderson 
1982: 44, 47) 

1 *niken > Ancient Mo, MMo niken, Daghur nike, neke, Shirongol-
Wuyangpu nike, Mogol nikin, besides WrMo nigen, Khamnigal nege(n), Ur
dus nege, Kalmyk negg, Monguor nige etc., and WrMo niji-ged "each one"; 
cf. also a modem Chinese reading nai of the Khitan gloss "1" (Starikov 1982: 
149). But Doerfer 1992: 48 connects it with WrMo nai "sehr". 

2 *qowT-ar > MMo, WrMo qoyar, Khamnigal koir, Daghur xo(y)ir, 
Khalkha xoyor, Mogol qoyor, etc., cf. *qo{ )r-in "20" > MMo, WrMo qorin, 
Khamnigal kori(ri), Monguor xorin/m etc. "20"; the archetype *qoyar > WrMo 
qoyor(undu),\Jrdus xorondu "between" continues also in Shira Yogur qur, 
Kachug Buriat %6r, San chuan qor, Monguor gor etc. "2"; cf. also a modern 
Chinese reading of the Khitan gloss %s, %o "2" (Starikov 1982: 125). Vladi-
mircov 1929: 276 adds WrMo qobu-sun "two-years-old boar" < *qowu- and 
Oirat (Bayit) xoi-msti "two-years-old" < *qoy'i- < *qowi'-. 

*$K )r-'n > MMo (Secret History) Jirin, WrMo Jiren "two (about 
women)"; Monguor jf«r, Daghur jwtivo) "pair" < *3iru(gu) (if these forms 
are not borrowed from Solon jfur "2" — see Todaeva 1986: 145), cf. also 
WrMo fitiiger "the second wife in a bigamous family" vs. jitiige 
"competition"; jbbe-ger "one of two", Urdus jowdr; WrMo jirmusun 
"pregnant" (cf. dabqur "double" & "pregnant"); Wr Mo Jici "again" vs. Jici 
"great-grandson" = "descendant of the second generation" — cf. yuci and dodi 
for the third or fourth generation of descendants — see Kotwicz 1962: 138-
139; (Poppe 1955: 243-244; Ramstedt 1957: 65; Poppe 1960: 28; Starostin 
1991: 33 reconstructs pMo *3iw-riri). 

3 *yur-ban > WrMo yurban, MMo yurban & qurban, Shira-Yogur gurban, 
Shirongol-Punan gurbon, Mogol yurbon, Monguor guran etc., cf. *yurtin "30" 
> WrMo yuttn, Shira-Yogur guion, Khamnigal guci(n), Monguor xojin (an 
influence of xorin "20") besides WrMo yu-tuyar "3rd", yuriyu "three-fingers-
wide" and yunan "three-year-old animal", Kalmyk gurqisg "dreifadiges Seil" 
< *yurmasun etc. (Ramstedt 1907: 8). 

4 *ddr-ben > WrMo, MMo dorben, Shira-Yogur, Shirongol-Punan durben, 
Monguor die ran, Dungsiang jfieruan, Daghur dureb, durben, durbun etc., cf. 
*ddrtin "40" > WrMo docin, Shira-Yogur dyucon, Monguor tiejin (t- after 
tayin "50"), besides WrMo do-toger "4th", dorigii "four-fingers-wide", donen 
"four-year-old animal" and probably debger "four-edged, quadrat" 
(Golstunskij) vs. tebger (Kowalewski) in spite of skepsis of Ramstedt (1907: 7). 
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5 *tawu-[ya]n > Khitan taw (Starikov 1982: 148; Doerfer 1992: 49), 
WrMo, MMo tabun, Khamnigal tabu(n), Shira-Yogur tabyn, Monguor tawen, 
Dungsiang tavuan, Shirongol-Punan ta'g (the unique -g and the final -uan in 
Dungsiang can reflect the expected *-u-yan as in Dungsiang fyguan "6" < 
*$iryuyan) etc., cf. WrMo tabin, Shira-Yogur tabyn, Khamnigal tabi(n), Mon
guor tayin, Shirongol-Punan ta ' gu-ran (-ran is a suffix common for the tens 
30-90) "50", besides WrMo tab-tayar, tab-tuyar "5th" and tuulan "five-year-
old" < *tawlan (Vladimircov 1929: 259). 

6 *$iryu-yan > WrMo Jiryuyan, MMo Jiryo'an ~ Jirwa'an (Secret History), 
firqo'an (quadrat script), JiryWan (Muqaddimat), Monguor jirgon, Shirongol-
Punan jirgon, Dungsiang $yguan, Shira-Yogur Jurgon, Khamnigal Jurgaa(n) 
etc., cf. WrMo, Monguorfiran, Khamnigaljira(n), Sira-Yogurjiren etc. "60". 

7 *dol(u)-yan > WrMo doluyan, MMo dolo'an, Monguor dolon, Khamni
gal doloo(n), Daghur dolo(g), Shira-Yogur dolon, Shirongol-Punan tolun etc., 
cf. WrMo, Monguor dalan, Khamnigal dala(n), Shira-Yogur talan, Shirongol-
Wuyangpu talyan (cf. nayan "80") "70". Poppe 1955: 246 reconstructs pre-
Mongolian *daluyan with -a- after dalan "70". 

8 *nayi-man > WrMo nayiman (cf. Vladimircov 1929: 283; Poppe 1938: 
66 quotes the form of dat.-loc. in Quadrat script nayiman(a)), naiman (after 
nayan "80"), MMo naiman, Khamnigal naima(n), Daghur nay maty), Dung
siang niaman, Shira-Yogur nayman, Shirongul- Punan niyman, Monguor 
neman etc., cf. WrMo, Monguor, Shira-Yogur nayan, Khamnigal naya(n), 
Daghur naya(g) etc. "80". E. Hamp 1970: 193 reconstructs *nayN-ban, while 
Janhunen 1993: 177 proposes *nai-paln. 

9 *yersiin > WrMo yesiin (older) ~ yistin, MMo yisiin, Baoan yirson (Kara 
1990: 334), Shira-Yogur isun, Daghur yise(g), Khamnigal yvjcv(n), Monguor 
sjen, Shirongol-Wuyangpu rsyn, Dungsiang jesun, Khalkha yesseij etc., cf. 
WrMo yeren, MMo yiren, Monguor yerin, Khamnigal yere(ri), Shirongol-
Wuyangpu iryn, Shira-Yogur iren, Daghur yure(rj) etc. "90". Krippes 1991: 
148 adds Khitan Si, a tentative reading of the ideogram "9"; Starikov 1982: 
151 quotes w after Chinggeltei, Doerfer 1992: 49 offers the reading yisa, while 
the modern reading of the Chinese gloss is sin (Starikov 1982: 118). Poppe 
1955: 246 reconstructed pMo *yersiin, followed by Hamp 1970: 195 (*yir(s)-
), while Miller 1971: 237 prefers the distinction: sg. *yis- vs. pl.-du. *yir-. 
Pritsak 1954: 245 proposes that the suffixes *-siin and *-en indicated singular 
and plural respectively. 

10 *[<p]ar(-)ban > WrMo, Khamnigal arban, Buriat arbag, Mogol arbon, 
arbin, MMo harban, Shira-Yogur xarban, Daghur xarba(n), hareben, xarwag, 
Monguor xar(w)an, Dungsiang haruan etc. 

100 *$aylwun > WrMo Jayun, MMo Ja'un,Ja(w)un (Istanbul voc.), Daghur 
Jau, MonguorJidg, Shira-YogurJuun, Khamnigal Joo(n), Shirongol-Wuyangpu 
Jon etc., cf. also Khitan jau. 
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Comparative-etymological analysis 

18. Mo *ni-ken "1" is probably extended by the same (=diminutive) suffix 
as WrMo udttken "little, few" or MMo ke'iiken "child" vs. ke'tin "son" (Poppe 
195S: 239). Analogically in some Tungus languages the numeral *amiin "1" 
has been extended by the diminutive suffix *-kSn I *-kin, e.g. Evenki emuken 
vs. emun "1" etc. (Benzing 1955: 58-89; TMS II: 270). Ramstedt 1907: 4 & 
1957: 65 derived *ni- from the root attested in WrMo nel "together, unity" 
(Vladimircov 1929: 286; cf. Kalmyk ni "unity, agreement, harmony" — 
Ramstedt 1935: 277), neyide, neyite "together", neyile- "to unite, unify", neyi-
gen "equal, identical", Kalmyk nikp "equal", MMo (1389) neyide "ensemble, 
en commun" (Lewicki) etc. 

Independently Ramstedt (1907: 5) noticed that formally comparable Kara-
Kyrgiz jeki "alone, sole" and Chagatai jik "one", jaka "alone" represent 
probably borrowings from Modem Persian yak "one" (Rasanen 1969: 195). 

The closest extra-Mongolian parallel appears surprisingly in Nivkh *ni "1" 
(Panfilov 1973: 9). 

19. Mo *qowi'-ar "2" is probably an innovation. Its etymology is uncertain. 
Ramstedt 1907: 5-6 reconstructed pMo *qoyir on the basis qoyiryu 
"zweifelnd, unentschieden" (cf. also qoyiy ~ quyiy "peninsula" ?), seeing in 
the final -r a suffix comparable with -r separable in kiici "strength" vs. kiidir 
"heavy" or moci "limbs" vs. modir "branch". The stem *qoyi- is compared 
with WrMo, MMo qoyina "after, behind" (Poppe 1955: 79), qoyitu "der Hin-
tere" (Ramstedt I.e.), starting from the opposition Tg *amiin "1" : Mo *qoyir 
"2" = Mo emtine "in front, before" : Mo qoyina "after, behind". Vladimircov's 
reconstruction *qowT- is compatible with WrMo qubi "part", qubiya- "to di
vide", qubil- "to change the appearance, take another shape" (Poppe 1955: 32) 
// Tg *xdbu- "part" (TMS I: 403). Miller 1996: 116 adds still NKor word kai 
used in so called 'Four-Stick' game in the meaning "2". 

The only hopeful extra-Altaic parallels appear in Yukaghir *kuj-/*kij-
"2", cf. Chuvan kuyen, kuyun "2" & imoxanbo kiyon "7" (Boensing), North 
Yukaghir *kij- "2" etc. (Tailleur, UAJb 34 [1962]: 70), and perhaps in FU 
*koj-m[on]Vs "20" (UEW 224-225), where the second component associ
ated with the meaning "10" implies the meaning "2" for the component 
*koj-. 

20. Mo *jtf( )r-in "2" and WrMo Jobe-ger "one of two" have cognates in 
Tg *3dwa(-r) "2", MKor tur-h "2" (Ramstedt 1957: 65) and perhaps OJp ture 
"companion" (Martin, Lg 42[1966]: 245). Ramstedt (1949: 275) added Tk 
(Mahmud al-Kasgari) tiika "a calf in the second year". But there are at least 
comparably hopeful parallels in Teleut tiiij "pair; similar", Lebedin tiigaj, 
Barabin tuij "paarig" (Rasanen 1969: 505) and perhaps also Tk *dur > Uygur 
tiiz "gleich, gleichmassig, eben, vollkommen", Turkmen duz "eben, glatt, ger-
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ade", Chuvash ttir "eben" etc. (Rasanen 1%9: 508; Dybo 1991: 59; Mudrak 
1993: 68; Starostin 1991: 13 compares Tk forms with MKor dfrf-ti "to keep 
straight on", reconstructing pAlt *£-; Budagov has also recorded the meaning 
"even (number)", see Sevortjan II: 310), if the segmentation *dti-?'is plausible. 
The quoted forms can be projected in pAlt *tdwi or *tiiwi "2; pair". The fur
ther development could have been approximately as follows: *tbwi > pre-Mo-
Tg *ddwi >*didwi ( -ar) > Tg *$6war and Mo *Ji(w)ir- besides *^dwe- > 
}dbe-{ger) (see the rule 7). Starostin 1991: 33 reconstructs pAlt *diiiwV "2". 
Let us repeat the set of responses among dentals postulated by him (1991: 21): 

rule pAlt> Tk Mo Tg Kor 
6. V - *t- *t- *t- t-

*t'i- *ti- Vi- V i -
7. *t- *d- *d- *d- t-

*ti- *di- *«- *Si-
8. *d- *J- *d- *d- t-

*di- *ji- *Si- *Si-
cf. also 18. *Z- *d- *d- *5- £-

*di- *Si-

Mo «StTg *jf- and Kor t- imply Tk *j- (= *$- according to Mudrak; series 
8). The only candidate could be the Tk numeral "7", traditionally recon
structed *jatti, accepting the semantic motivation "the second (after five)" (see 
Hamp's analysis of Tk "70"). Tk *d-, Tg *jf- and Kor t- imply Mo *&- ac
cording to Starostin, but there is Mo *$irin "2" (but the parallel series 18 also 
implies Mo *jfi- in the series 7). The main argument for the palatalized series 
(7) is based on the problematic etymon "stone": Tk *dlta~t = *tiai (Mudrak) = 
*tialia (Doerfer) // Mo *6ilayun II Tg *$ola II MKor *tdrh (Starostin 1991: 
119). The external parallels (Kartvelian *tal- "flintstone" — see Illid-Svityd, 
Etimologija 1965: 343) confirm the originality of pAlt *t'- > Mo *t-/*ci-, but 
not Tg *d-/*$i-. The Mo > Tg borrowing proposed by Poppe (1960: 77) looks 
as a plausible explanation. An alternative possibility is represented by the so
lution separating Tg *$ola "stone" (& *jfa/-, TMS I: 247) from the other Altaic 
denotations of "stone", and by finding a hopeful cognate in Tk: Turkish (dial.), 
Koibalsan jalym "rock", Turkish (dial.) yalm "stone, high rock; bare", Osman 
jalman "the summit of the mountain resembling an edge" (Sevortjan IV: 103), 
indicating an original pAlt *jk On the other hand, the external cognate for the 
numeral "2" reflected in IE *dwo-H, (IIIi£-Svity£ I.e. 338, accepted even by 
Starostin 1991: 33) implies pAlt *t- and not *d-, reconstructed by Starostin. 
On the basis of these arguments the palatalized series 7 should have been 
modified as follows: 

Alt *ti- > Tk *di- II Mo // Tg *&-. 
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21. Mo *yur-ban "3" and *yuriyu (> Kalmyk £urB "drei Finger breit" — 
Ramstedt 1935: 155) with a further suffixal extension can perhaps be derived 
from WrMo yaur, yur "Handwurzel, Handgelenk, Unterarm" (Ramstedt 1935: 
157), although the semantic motivation remains puzzling (three joints of the 
arm: wrist, elbow, shoulder ?). There are only hypothetical traces of external 
cognates, but their interpretation is not unambiguous. Miller 1971: 236-237 
sees in OJp kokdnd "9" a multiplication "3x3", isolating here the root *kd "3", 
cf. Mo *$ir-yu»yan "6" = "2x3". He also adds Kor ilkop "7", analyzing it as 
yar "10" — *yu "3" — 3p{s) "be nonexistent", i.e. "7" = "10-3" (1971: 244). 
Later he finds a more convincing correspondent of Mo yur(-ban) "3" in NKor 
kol meaning "3" in so called 'Four-stick' game (1996: 116). 

There are also promising external cognates: Fenno-Ugric *kurmi "3" 
(UEW 174; Sammallahti 1988: 543), continuing in Hungarian harom, pMansi 
*kuurem, while *-/- in Fenno-Permian *kolmi and pKhanty *kaalem is ex
plainable by the influence of the following numeral *nelja "4" (Collinder 
1965: 145). The bare root *kur- is probably extended by the *-m-suffix of 
abstract nouns, i.e. *kurmi = "Dreiheit". The old comparison of the FU "3" 
with Samoyed *nakur "3" (Helimski, JSFOu 81[1987]: 77; Janhunen 1977: 99 
reconstructs *nak3jr) proposed by Castren 1854: 194 is in principle also pos
sible. The segmentation *na-kur allows to connect both FU *kur- and 
Samoyed *-kur. The component *na- can be identified with the element *nH-
forming some postpositions, e.g. *naij "zu" (dat. sg.), *nani "bei" (loc. sg.), 
*natS "von" (abl. sg.), *nan-m§ni (pros, sg.) (Janhunen 1977: 99). 

Bouda 1952: 25-26 compared FU "3" with Chukchi-Koryak *kurym > 
Chukchi krym-qor, Koryak kyjym-qoj "dreijahriges weibliches Rentier", cf. 
qora & qoja "Rentier" (cf. Mo yunan "three years old"). 

It remains to explain the final component -ban. The suggestive parallel 
-ben in Mo dor-ben indicates their common origin. Hamp 1970: 194 tries to 
identify the doublet -banl-ben with the reflexive-possessive suffix attested in 
WrMo -banl-ben (after final vowels) and -iyanl-iyen (after final consonants) 
(Poppe 1955: 233). Etymologically, the Mo reflexive suffix is related to Tg 
*men "(one)self', MKor mom "body; person; self and perhaps OJp mono 
"thing, method, being" (Ramstedt 1949: 151; Poppe 1955: 231; TMS I: 568; 
Starostin 1991: 280 reconstructs pAlt *mani). Blazek, ArOr 58[1990]: 209 
proposed a connection with the Nostratic denotation of "man, human being" 
attested in A A *manilu III IE *manu-l*monu- III FU * ma/ice III Dravidian 
*man_ (IlliC-Svityc' 1976: n. 292). Concerning the semantic development, cf. 
French on < homme or Tg *beje "man; body" > "oneself (TMS I: 122-123). 
But the distributive differentiation depending on the termination in vowel or 
consonant is just opposite than in the case of the analyzed numerals. Ramstedt 
1907: 8 reconstructed pMo *yur-man "3" &*ddr-nten "4" besides the attested 
nayiman "8". Later he connected this suffix with Kor man "hand", mandi-
"fingern, mit Handen betasten" (1982: 106). Perhaps a more hopeful candidate 
could be Kor man "size, amount, number", compared by Ramstedt 1982: 105 
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with the NTg suffix *-man forming multiplicative numerals (Benzing 1955: 
106). Finally there are also promising properly Mongolian examples, which 
could form the suffix *-man & *-men, namely Dungsiang man "all" (Todaeva 
1961: 128), Daghur mani "group" (Martin 1966: 249). The hypothetical col
lective function of the suffix has an analogy in OJp numerative -tu, which is 
compared with Nanai -tol-tu: ilan-to "all 3", duyin-tu "all 4" etc. (Avrorin 
1959: 237; Menges 1975: 92). 

22. Mo *ddr-ben "4" is extended by the same suffix as the numeral "3". 
The root *ddr-, attested also in *dorti'n "40", has cognates in Tk *ddrt (Dybo) 
// Tg *dujgin II pJp *ds- "4", see Tk "4" discussed above. Miller 1996: 116 
adds early MKor towi recorded in Japanese syllabic script (see # 46). Kalmyk 
dorU "vier Finger breit; lerBepTb", reflecting *ddrigu (similarly guru "drei 
Finger breit" < *yuriyu — see Ramstedt 1907: 7 and 1935:.99, 155), is termi
nated by a suffix comparable with OTk tortagii "four together" (Clauson 1959: 
29; Kononov 1980:114). If we accept this identification including the function 
of the suffixal extension, it is possible to connect the root *ddr- with Kalmyk 
dbro "Treppe, Erhohung" < *ddre and Evenki dorS "HUgel" (missing in TMS; 
quoted after Ramstedt 1935: 99). The primary meaning could be extrapoled 
•"knuckles [of a hand] together" > "four". This conclusion agrees very well 
with Turkic data, where Chuvash tiirt "Riicken" in the idiom ala tiirt-iSi 
"Handriicken" (Egorov 1964: 266; Doerfer, OLZ 66[1971]: 338) suggests a 
very similar primary semantic motivation. 

23. Mo *tawu~[ya]n "5" has been compared with various Altaic etymons: 
(a) Tg *[i]tunga "5" // MKor tasas II Koguryo utu II pJp *ltii- "5", cf. also 

Old Bolgarian *eto "5" (Mudrak) and the puzzling Chagatai ittik "50" dis
cussed above (Tk "50") — see Starostin 1991: 70, reconstructing pAlt Va(w) 
while Vovin 1994: 106 proposes pAlt V. 

(b) Jp taba "handful, bunch" (Miller 1971: 233). Ramstedt 1907: 12 con
nected the Mo numeral "5" with WrMo tabay "sole (of the foot)" // Tk *tapan 
id. (cf. Rasanen 1969: 462; Starostin 1991: 118f reconstructs Tk *d- and as
sumes Mo tabay < Tk dim. *da~pan-ak ) and also Teleut tabaS, Barabin Tatar 
tabac "Handflache, hohle Hand". 

(c) WrMo taba "sufficiency" (Hamp 1970: 193). 
(d) OJp towo "10" (Ozawa, cf. Miller 1971: 233). 
There is again a very suggestive parallel in Nivkh t'o "5" (Panfilov 1973: 9). 

24. Mo *$iryu-yan "6" has a transparent internal structure recognized al
ready by Schott 1853: 11, cf. also Ramstedt 1907: 13-14 and Miller 1971: 
221, 237, 240, namely *jf/r- & *yu[r-] "2 x 3". The comparison of Mo "6" 
with Tg HiQgun "6" (Poppe) (see Ramstedt I.e., Poppe 1960: 28, 88, 130 and 
Miller 1971: 240) must be rejected. The correspondence Mo Tg *ni-, 
based esp. on the comparison of WrMo $iru- "to draw" // Tg *riiru- "id., to 
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paint" (Poppe 1960: 28), is not valid. Starostin 1991: 117f, fn. 7 has separated 
two different roots here: 

(1) Tk *dir-ga- "to scratch" // Mo $iru- "to draw" // Tg jfur(u)- "to 
scratch"; 

(2) Tk *jar- "to write" // Tg *niru- "to draw, paint" // MKor niru-, nir-k-
"to read". 

25. Mo *dol(u)-yan "7" has no unambiguos etymology. Janhunen 1993: 
181 thinks that the presence of *-«- before suffix might well be due to the 
rhythmic analogy of the numeral "6". There are no traces of this vowel in 
Jurchen dalhun "17" (Janhunen I.e.). Ramstedt 1907: 14 connected the nu
meral with WrMo doluyaburi {doluyubur by Golstunskij) "forefinger", 
Khalkha Dolowvr id. and the Mongolian borrowing in Koibalsan tolamer 
"ring-finger" (< *doliwur), identifying here the deverbal suffix -buri, extend
ing the verb doluya- "to lick". He saw an analagy in Tk "7", deriving it from 
the verb "to eat" (see above). The semantic motivation "forefinger" = 
•"lickfinger" or *"eatfinger" is really known, cf. Greek Xi%av6q, Lithuanian 
liiius or Shilha of Tazerwalt mallay, all "fore-finger" = lit. "lick-finger" — see 
Blazek,Ar0r66[1998]: 156. 

An alternative solution can be a derivation from pAlt *cdlu "full" > Tk 
*ddU "full" : *dol- "to fi l l" // Tg *3alu-(m) : *$alu-{p-) id. // MKor cara- "to 
be full, sufficient" // OJp tar- id. (Starostin 1991: 45, 129, fn. 89; Martin 
1966: 243). The expected cognate in Mongolian would look **dolu- or 
**dalu- (cf. the response 18). This point of view agrees with Hartman (KSz 
1[1900]: 155) who proposed that a parallel development can be assumed for 
Tk *jet-di "7" (Hartman), deriving it from *jet- "erreichen, genug sein", cf. 
e.g. Turkish dial, yetiz "all, whole, full" (Rasanen 1969: 199; Sevortjan IV: 
193-194). 

26. Mo *nay(i)-man "8" represents a serious puzzle among Mongolian 
numerals. Ramstedt (1907: 17-18) is probably right, identifying the suffix 
*-man with the termination *-banl*-ben of the numerals "3", "4". The evident 
external cognates appear only in Manchu niomere "octopus", Udihe nurnie id. 
(TMS I: 645), which could, however, have been borrowed from some Mongo
lian source (Janhunen 1993: 178 quotes as a semantic parallel WrMo naimaljin 
"[eight-legged] crab"). 

Perhaps the identification of the root *nayi- or *nai- with MMo (1389) nai 
"au plus haut degre, tres" (Lewicki 1959: 62) = (Secret History) elative adverb 
nai "sehr" (Haenisch 1939: 113) represents the most simply solution. 

Hamp's reconstruction *nayN-ban opens a possibility to connect the root 
*nayN- with Tg *na~n "again, once more" (TMS I: 633), Tk *jana//*jene 
"again", usually derived from *jan- "to turn back" (Sevortjan IV: 115), and 
perhaps with Kor nai-nai "again and again" (Ramstedt 1949: 159). Hence "8" 
= "once more [four]"? 
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A hypothetical relationship of Mo *nay(i)-man "8" with MKor nay-h "4" 
implies an original meaning "4 x 2" for the Mongolian numeral. There are at 
least two possibilities: (1) The protoform is *nayi, with a regular plural *wyin 
(Poppe 1955:175), extended *nayin + -man > *nayiman. (2) The protoform is 
*nayil, with a regular plural *nayid (Poppe 1955: 179), extended *nayid + 
-man > *nayiman. Esp. this second alternative opens a possibility to deduce 
pAlt *AVl- *"4", directly attested in Korean (# 46), indirectly in Mongolian 
"8" = "4 x 2" and Tungus "6" = "4 [subtracted from 10]" (# 35). 

There are also extra-Altaic parallels: besides Nivkh nu-, ny- "4" & minr 
"8" esp. FU *iielja "4" & Ugric *iialV "8" (UEW 315-316; 875) and 
Dravidian *nil "4". Miller (1971: 233) sees in the Mo "8" an isolated innova
tion. Later he proposes a Tungus origin, reconstructing the following devel
opment: *3ar-man "2 [subtracted from] 10" > *nar-man > *najman (Miller 
1975: 148). Although this artificial construct has no support in any Tungus 
language, the idea of a foreign origin can be fruitful. There is Nivkh minr "8" 
with a transparent internal structure, cf. mV- "2" and nu(r) "4", but the com
parison with Mongolian "8" would presuppose a metathesis **nVmr (cf. Man-
chu niomere "octopus" ?!) and a following substitution of the final *-r > *-n. 
On the other hand, Nivkh (Amur) nynben "9" (= *"one subtracted from [ten]"; 
cf. nV- "1") resembles Mongolian "8" much more suggestively. The semantic 
difference remains unexplained. Perhaps, accepting the original semantics for 
"9" = "the greatest [number]" (see below), it is plausible to reconstruct the 
primary meaning *"one subtracted from the unit". 

27. Mo *yersun "9" can be segmented *yer-siin or *yers-un. The first pos
sibility offers to identify the second part with the nominal suffix *-sunl*-stin. 
In the second case the final -tin resembles the genitive ending. The first part 
*yers- is terminated in -s-, which could reflect the negative verb *ese. If we 
accept the connection of the root *yer- with WrMo yerii "the most of , 
yertidiigen "for the greatest part, generally", yeriigkei "common", the original 
meaning could be "the greatest [number]". Ramstedt 1907: 18 confirms that 
the number "9" is understood as a special unit among Mongols. The alterna
tive segmentation *yer-s- can be interpreted as "the great number without 
[one]". It was already Gombocz (KSz 13[1913]: 11-12) who compared Mo 
"9"/"90" with Tk *jSr "100", perhaps reduced from *juf-6n "the biggest ten" 
(cf. Ramstedt 1907: 19). The other cognates are MKor }br$h "a big quantity, 
number", jir "10" (Starostin) = 'ygrh (Lee) and OJp jdrd-du "10.000" 
(Ramstedt 1982: 62; Syromjatnikov 1981: 73; Starostin, Dybo & Mudrak 
1995, n. 265). 

28. Mo *<parban "10" has no convincing etymology. Ramstedt's attempt to 
connect it with WrMo arba- "sich spritzen", Kalmyk arwS- "sich aufrecht 
stellen, sich in alien Richtungen strecken (Finger, Zweige), sich strauben 
(Haar, Blatter)" (1907: 21) is doubtful semantically and also phonetically. 
Poppe (1960: 87) compares Mo arba- with Manchu arbun "Gebarde" and 
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Evenki arpul- "winken", excluding so the original pMo *<p- ~ Manchu /- & 
Evenki h-. Rarastedt (1907: 9) also quoted Moghol arbon "10; mehrere, viele; 
einige" but it represents more probably a contamination of the numeral "10" 
and Wr & MMo arbin "reichlich" without any traces of h- in MMo or Evenki 
(cf. albigu- "vergrossem", see Poppe 1960: 87). Phonetically a more plausible 
correspondent could be MMo (Secret History) har, WrMo ar "muster, orna
ment, figures" (Ramstedt 1949: 185); cf. also Tg *oiid "picture, ornament" 
(TMS H: 20) vs. Tk *6n "10" (# 10). 

29. Mo *$ay/wun "100" has the most convincing cognate in Tg *$uwan 
"10" (Ramstedt 1907: 22; Id. 1957: 67). Concerning the correspondence in 
vocalism, cf. e.g. Mo *dayu-sll- "to finish" vs. Tg *duwe "end" (TMS I: 218). 
Ramstedt 1949: 77 connects the Tg form with Manchu jfuwan- "to open the 
mouth, come loose", supposing an original meaning *"open [hand]". But the 
original meaning of this Tg verb was "to yawn" (TMS I: 281). The other ety
mological attempts are also problematic: Kor (?JUQ "all (of number)" 
(Ramstedt 1982: 42 compared it with WrMo £bm "all") or Kor dot "all, alto
gether, entirely" (Ramstedt 1982: 38 compared it with Oroch lupali and Mo 
to(yu) "all"). 

Tungus numerals 

Probably the only systematic reconstruction of the Tungus numerals was 
presented by J. Benzing (1955: 26, 101-103), including a tentative projection 
on a more archaic level. Let us compare them with the alternative reconstruc
tions of Starostin (1991: 213, 33,141): 

Benzinfc (North) (South) Starostin 
1 *imlin < ••im-gllin 1 *emO-n 
2 *3dH*SUIr < **$i-gltt-r 20 *$0r$[uw)an/r, -miar *xorin < Mong 2 *jfuwe-r 
3 *ilan < **ft-guan 7 30 *ilan-3[uw]an/r. *gutfn < Mong 3 

-miar etc. 
4 •dtlglln < **dUr-gllin 40 *di[s]tn < Mong 4 •dll-gTn 
5 *twiga 50 *susai 5 *tu-Aga 
6 < **lido-g0Mn 60 *A0OUn/r-3u{a) 6 *iiu-ou-n 
7 *mdan < **nad-guan ? etc. 7 *nada-n 
8 *japkun < **Sap-kuan 8 *ja-pku-n 
9 *xily8gUn < **xiiyS-gUSn 9 *xegil-n 
10 *juwan 100 *AamB *uogO 10 *3uwa-n 

Even *rman 

There are remarkable facts of the oldest records leading to important cor
rections of some archetypes. The oldest written Tungus language is Jurchen 
(12th-16th cent.). The Jurchen numerals are transcribed in various ways 
(Janhunen 1993, Mudrak 1985, Miller 1975, Menges 1968a): 
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Jurchen Manchu Jurcbeo Manchu 
Mudnk Memtei 

Manchu 
jinhuneD Mudrak Miller Menses 

Manchu 

1 emu 'o-mu emu 11 omSoln] omsto omio 'an-So omXon 
"Uth month" 

2 jhme io §uwe 12 /'Main > firxwan jir-xuan fi-r/l-buan iorxon 
turhUn "12th month" 

3 (J)ilan i-lan Ilan 13 gOrhtin gorxwan yuor-xuan guo-rn-huan 
4 dujin du-jin dujn 14 durhun dunwan dur-xuan du-r/l-buan 
5 tomja Sun-ja sunja 15 tqfOhUn iobuxwan lo-bu-xuan to-bu-buan tnfoxon "15; 

15th day of month" 
6 niugju nig-fu niggun 16 nilhun ni[n]un nitt-xon > ni-hun niolxun "16th day 

ni-xun of the 1st month" 
7 nadan na-dan nadan 17 damn daRxwan dar-xuan da-r/l-buan 
8 ja(h)kun ja-kim ia-kO 18 niohun niuxun jO-xun njll-hun 
9 hujehun wu-je-win ujun 19 oniohOn oniuxwan ojtt-xuan wo-njti-huan 
10 jut Jman 

The tens are in a full agrement with the South Tungus pattern recon
structed above: 

20 horin wo-lin orin 50 susaj su-sa-jl susa) 
30 guiin gu-ien gvsin 60 ni(u)gju nig-fu ninju 
40 dexi te-bt dexi 70 nadanju na-danfu nadanfu 

80 ia(h}hmSu ia-kun-ju •takBnju 
90 nujehunju wu-jt-wanju ujunjju 
100 tangu tag-gu laOgO 

During the 18th and early 19th cent., the first records of non-literary Tun
gus languages appear: 

L a m u t • E v e n Oxotslc Aldan Kamchatka Bay 
W i l i t n 17 0 5 Palhu 

1787 
Billing*/ 
Saryov 1811 

Ennan 
1848 

Messerschmidt / 
Sirahlenbere 1730 

1 omun II omun-jian 1 umtn omun omun omokon 
2 jur 12 3ur-jian 20 dianjiatakan 2 fur dijur dim dt giur/dgiur 
3 itan 13 ilan-3ian 30 mugina-jian! 3 ilan Helm ellan Qttan/ullan 
4 dagan 14 digin-jian 40 digin-.fanjialakan 4 digin dixin digun daegen /degen 
5 togan 15 jiakon-jian 50 logan-yanjialakan 5 login tugan tugan ged'm 
6 nuigun 16 nun-jian 60 nugun-jianjialakan 6 nvugun yugen niugan <f galkunfdagalkun 
7 nadan 17 nodan-jian 70 nadan-jianjialekan 7 nadan nadan nadan nadan 
8 jiabkan 18 jiabkon-jian 80 jabkan-sanjalakan 8 dlapkun digkabkan tiupan 
9 Win 19 ylgin-.fan 90 yugnan-janjalakan 9 uyun utul uyun 

10 Jian 10 mlr mian men Idiaar 

Tongusu- Evenki 
Konni Barguzin Oleni Yenisejsk Lower TutiRiiska Chapogir Upper Angara 
Strahlenberg Pallas #146 Slrahlenberg AP AP Pallas #151 Pallas #147 

1 amka umuk/ln umun ummukon miikonn omukon umukdn 
2 czivo fyvr dziun 3JUT djuhr fur fur 

3 jelan ilin Hen man ilin ilan ilyan 
4 tuin dygTn digin dlggin digenn digin digin 
5 guincza sic! togi tuny* tdQJB Moa tujja turf 
6 niumu nyugiin nucun njufjun ntiQun nugun nyOgtin 
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Tongusu-
Konni 

Evenki 
BarKUzin Oleni Yeoisejsk Lower TunRuska Chapogir Upper Angara 

StrahlenberK Pallas #146 StrahlenberK AP AP Pallas #151 Pallas #147 
7 nadan nidan nadun nidan naddan nadin nadan 
8 czachun fapkiin ziapkun "9" ! djipkun djipkull famkun fapkiin 
9 unjun ySgin giggin"%"\ ijdgjin yegin luggtn 

10 czuen fain ziun 3jan djinn fan fan 
20 oren orin Jjur-3jar djuhr-jarr 
30 ceuzin elan-Jir illin-jjar ilann-jarr 
40 lanhi dygin-fir diggin-3jar dtgenn-jarr 
50 zuzei toga-fir 
60 niumhu nyugun-J£r 
70 nadanzu nadan-Jir 
80 czanchunzu fapkun-Jir 
90 kunjuntzu yOgin-Jir 

100 tengun njamiftn nemidje nyama 

These forms lead to the modification of Benzing's reconstructions: 

1 *Smtin 
2 *3dw8r 
3 *Tl{V)lan ? 
4 *duj-gin 
5 *tu[a\Aga 
6 *nolgtin 
7 *nadan 
8 *jfab-kun 
9 *xiiAS'gin 

10 *juwan & *mian 
100 *tar)D & *iiamS(.-Sin) 

Comparative-etymological analysis 

30. Tg *amiin (Benzing) = *emu-n (Starostin) = *etnb-n (Janhunen) "1" 
has been compared with WrMo ebilr "Vorderseite, Siid, Siidseite des Berges, 
Brust, Schoss", dat. emiine "vomen", Kalmyk otnno "vom, voran, nach 
Siiden" (the alternation of -r-l-n- suffixes also apears in other words, e.g. dotur 
"Innenseite" vs. dotuna "innen" or yadar "Aussenseite" vs. yadana "aussen"), 
cf. also WrMo ebiide- "vereinigen" (Ramstedt 1907: 5). Ramstedt 1949: 54 
compared Manchu and Nanai emudi "the first" with Kor emjfi, isolated from 
emjf/ — sonkkarak "thumb" (sonkkarik "finger"). Miller 1971: 230 and Mu-
rayama 1958: 229 and 1966: 154 add Jp onto "paramount" < OJp onto 
"Gesicht, Vorderseite, Hauptsache". Jurchen *omSo[n] "11" and Manchu 
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omSon "11th month" are more probably borrowed from Mo onda "special, 
separate, unique", rather than inherited from Tg *amun "1" (Janhunen 1993: 
172). The same origin is also evident for Solon uiTun be, umSdii be "11th 
moon" (TMS II: 272) in contrary to Miller 1975: 151, who sees here the traces 
ofManchu"9". 

31. Tg *$bwa-{f) "2", originally perhaps *jdwi "2" and *$dwi-ar > 
*$dwar "pair", corresponds to Mo *$irin "2" (about women), WrMo jbbe-ger 
"one of two" and accepting the secondary palatalization (see Mo "2") also to 
MKor tur-h, OKor *tubir ~ *tuwir "2" (Starostin 1991: 33), OJp ture 
"companion", Tk *dur "equal", *[d]iig "pair. Cf. further Even diidgun "pair, 
couple", Udihe dogdi "husband; wife" (TMS I: 219). Janhunen 1993: 173 
thinks that Jurchen *3irhun "12" represents rather a Mongolian import than a 
continuant of Tg "2". But the reading *Juwerhon of Kane (1989, quoted after 
Janhunen) based on the Awanokuni manuscript is closer to the proto-Tungus 
archetype than to any Mongolian source. 

Bouda, UAJb 25[1953]: 165 compares Tg "2" with Tamil codu "pair", 
isolated within Dravidian (cf. Menges 1977: 140). This comparison implies an 
originality of *jf- or *£- in the form preceding the numeral "2" in Tungus and 
Mongolian on the Altaic level. On the other hand, in that case the relationship 
of MKor turh "2" should be excluded. 

32. Tg *flan "3" reconstructed by Benzing cannot be the archetype for 
some deviated forms: "Tongusu-Konni" yelan, Lamut (= Even) of Aldan ilelan 
(Billings), ellan (Erman), Lamut of Kamchatka Bay ullan (Strahlenberg), tittan 
! (Messerschmidt). There are more hypothetical possibilities: 

*ili-lan, perhaps derived from Tg "to stand" (TMS I: ), if "3" was 
named after the "middle finger" = "standing out finger"; Ramstedt 1949: 167 
derived it from the verb appearing in Oroch il(i)ca- "to bind a rope from three 
fibres", but Orok & Nanai sili-, Olcha silu- "to braid hair" signalize pTg *xili-
(Benzing 1955: 41; TMS I: 311); 

*ul[i\-lan, perhaps comparable with Tk "to divide, distribute" 
(Rasanen 1969: 520). Sevortjan I: 628-629 connects it with Tg *//- "to meas
ure" (TMS I: 309); 

*ut/c(V)-lan, the least probable protoform, comparable perhaps with Tk *uc; 
*[X\ila-n — the reconstruction proposed by Vovin (1993: 256) to compare 

it with MKor seyQi) & *-ne[ ]i "3"; cf. also MKor nirkup "7", interpreted as "3 
bent [fingers]" (Ramstedt 1949: 77, 167). 

For some starting points even extra-Altaic (substratal ?) parallels can be 
quoted: 

*yil[e-l]an (cf. yet Sibo jiladi - $iladi "third" and the record gilay from 
Amur attested by Gerstfeldt with g- = y- ? — see Schmidt 1933: 366 ) can be 
compared with Yukaghir (Tundra) jalo-, (Kolyma) jalo- "3" (predicative) 
(Ramstedt 1907: 9; KrejnoviC 1982: 119); 
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*illa- resembles Eskimo (Mackenzie R.) illa-k "the third" (Thalbitzer, 
JSFOu 25/2[1908]: 22-23). 

Jurchen gorxwan (Mudrak) = gGrhQn (Janhunen) "13" is undoubtedly of 
Mongolian origin (Janhunen 1993: 173-174; only Miller 1975: 146 speculated 
about Altaic heritage). 

Lamut (= Even) mugina-sian "30" (jtan = "10") recorded by Witsen 
(1705) is absolutely unique within Tungus. Separating the formant -gin(a), 
formally comparable with the termination of yigin "9", digin-jian "19" etc., 
the root *mu- can be connected with the meaning "3". There is no hopeful 
inner-Tungus etymology (perhaps Olcha mejen "a space between two objects", 
Evenki muje "edge" etc. — see TMS I: 551). On the other hand, the most at
tractive cognates appear in OJp mi- "3" = myi- (Martin), Koguryo *mit 
(Miller). 

33. Tg *dujgin (Dybo) = *diigin (Starostin, Janhunen) = *dugiin (Benzing) 
"4" has cognates in all Altaic branches with the exception of Korean: Tk *dort 
II Mo *ddrben "4", *ddrigu "vier Finger breit", *ddrtm "40" // pJp *ds- "4". 
The loss of the expected -r- in Tg is probably regular in certain positions 
(Starostin 1991: 20^21, 91). The suffix *-gin resembles the same suffix form
ing feminine nouns in Evenki (Benzing 1955: 76). 

Manchu durbe "a dog with four eyes" and durbe$en "tetragon" are bor
rowed from Mongolian (Ramstedt 1907: 7-8). 

Jurchen durhun (Janhunen) = durxwan (Mudrak) "14" is also borrowed 
from some Mongolian source (Janhunen 1993: 174 in contrary to Miller 1975: 
146, assuming a common Altaic heritage). 

34. Tg *tunga (Benzing, Starostin) = *turiya (Janhunen) = *[i]tutiga 
(Vovin) has usually been compared with Mo *tawu-[ya]n, MKor tasas, 
Koguryo utu and OJp itu- "5", cf. also Old Bolgarian *ets "5" and puzzling 
Chagatai ittik "50" (see above Tk "50"). The reconstruction of Vovin (1994: 
106 and JSFOu 85[1994]: 253) explains the initial *c- > s- in South Tungus 
languages as follows: *itunga > *tiuAga > South Tungus *cun$a . This rather 
artificial reconstruction has the most important support (and maybe the main 
motivation) in OJp itu-, but there is even a hypothetical extra-Altaic parallel in 
Eskimo itu-mak "the palm of the hand" (Thalbitzer, JSFOu 25/2[1908]: 23). 
Benzing 1955: 31 proposes an alternative reconstruction *tungia (cf. Evenki of 
Yenisejsk tugya) > tunja (Olcha) > sunja (Manchu) with the same distant 
palatal assimilation as in Tg *targan > Manchu se$en (Tg *-rg- > Manchu -jf-
regularly). Poppe 1960: 73 compares Tg "5" (*tuijS in his reconstruction) with 
WrMo toya, MMo (Secret History) to'a, (Muqaddimat) to'an, ton, Mogol toa, 
Dagur, Khalkha, Kalmyk to "number" (Vladimircov 1929: 195, 214; Poppe 
1955: 70). 

This etymology can be significantly supplemented by Tg *tawun- "to 
read; count", continuing also in Oroch taun "every, all", Udihe tau(n-), Nanai 
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tao(n-) "every, all; number" (TMS II: 161-162). Adding Tg *nigi "finger" 
(Oroch Aigi id., Udihe nlnigi "a breadth of the joint of a finger", see TMS I: 
639), the compound *tawu(n)- & *iiig- or *tuwa(n)- & *riig- "all fingers" or 
"a number of fingers", gives finally *tu(a)Hga{n) "5" (the traces of the diph
thong *-ua- appear in Solon tuagin, tuagen according to Ivanovskij — see 
TMS II: 214). Perhaps a similar structure can be identified in MKor tasas "5", 
analyzed by Ramstedt 1949: 77, 258-259 as a compound of Kor ta "all, every 
one" and son "hand". 

Ramstedt (1949: 284; 1952: 65) proposed an alternative and very improb
able solution, assuming a borrowing of Tg "5" from Sino-Korean thog "all, 
the whole, collectivelly; a collection of five houses in census records". His 
comparison of Manchu sun$a "5" and Evenki solto "fist" (Ramstedt 1949: 
241) must be rejected. 

On the other hand, a similarity of South Tungus *susai "50" and MKor 
suyn id. is very suggesting. 

"Tongusu-Konni" guincza "5" (Strahlenberg) probably represents a wrong 
record of South Tungus *cun$a. 

Lamut (= Even) of Kamchatka Bay gedin "5" is quite unique without any 
parallels within Tungus (Tg *geren "all, many"? — see TMS I: 182), Altaic or 
non-Altaic neighboring language families. Let us mention that Strahlenberg 
was mistaken in determination of concrete values of numerals (only omokon 
means really "1"). 

Lamut ( = Even) ^iakon-sian "15" after Witsen (1705) is also quite in
comprehensible. 

Jurchen tobuxwan (Mudrak) = tofuMn (Janhunen) "15", Manchu tofoxon 
"15; 15th day in a month", Nanai tookon, (Sungari) tovokon "15" (Schmidt 
1933: 366; Benzing 1955: 101) are undoubtedly borrowed from some Mongo
lian source (see a more detailed discussion in Janhunen 1993: 174-175, 180). 

35. There are various reconstructions of Tg "6": *iidgiin (Benzing) = 
*riongdn (Janhunen) = *nugun (Starostin, Vovin) = *iiiggun (Poppe 1960: 
130; he derived it from older *nirgun to compare it with Mo $iryuyan — more 
in # 24). Just Poppe's reconstruction allows to see here a derivative of Tg *nig 
i "finger" (TMS I: 639; cf. also Tg "5"). Identifying in the final *-gun the suf
fix attested e.g. in Evenki bi-kun "I great" (Sunik 1982: 106), the numeral can 
be analyzed *iiiggun "6" < *riig-kun *"[one] finger more" (Benzing 1955: 91 
reconstructs *-kfiri). Schmidt 1933: 367 derived Manchu niggun "6" (it im
plies that Poppe's reconstruction is the most preferable) from Manchu niggu 
"oberhalb" (TMS I: 598 "top, peak; zenith"), i.e. "6" = *"[1] over [5]". 

Jurchen nilhun (Janhunen) = nul-xon & ni-xun (Miller) "16" and Manchu 
niolxun "16th day of the first month" cannot be directly derived from any 
Mongolian source. Janhunen solves it by postulating pMo *nil- "6", which had 
to be replaced by *jiryuyan "6", for its transparent internal structure inter
preted as an innovation. But Janhunen himself admits a proximity of Tg "6" 
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and South Tg "16", explainable as a common Tg heritage. If we accept this 
idea, the reconstructions *ndl-giin "6" and South Tg *nol-xun "16" are possi
ble. The irregular development of the cluster *-lg- (see Benzing 1955: 45 
about regular responses) could be caused by the influence of the preceding 
numeral *tunga or perhaps by nasal assimilation *ridlgun > *ndQiin ? The 
development from *ndl-$un *"6 [subtracted from] 10" is also in principle pos
sible, cf. Oleni Evenki nucun, and Jurchen (Mudrak) niugjfu? The root *nol-
l/*nol- has no convincing internal Tungus etymology (Evenki nol "big, large, 
great; rough" ? — see TMS I: 643; cf. also WrMo neliyen "much, enough, 
large"). 

There are promising extra-Tungus parallels. OJp mu- "6" has been derived 
from *riu- (Starostin 1991: 78, 141; Vovin 1994: 106). On the other hand, this 
numeral can be derived by internal apophony from OJp mi- "3" — cf. the pairs 
1 : 2, 3 : 6, 4 : 8 (Miller 1971: 237; Syromiatnikov 1981: 71; already Schott 
1853: 11). Starostin 1991: 141 also speculates about a relationship of MKor 
'yasi's "6", assuming an early loss of *n-. The second candidate could be 
MKor nayh "4". The loss of the expected *-r- can be analogical to soyh "3" vs. 
sysrhin "30" (Krippes 1991: 149 reconstructs pSilla *siri-k & *siri-k-on). The 
semantic difference "4" vs. "6" is also explainable, if we accept a subtractive 
model in Tg, i.e. 6 = [10] — 4. The form *ndl- "4" can represent an original 
Altaic numeral "4" with very attractive external cognates — in Fenno-Ugric 
*rielja "4" (UEW 316) and Dravidian *nal "4" (Tyler, Lg 44[1968]: 807), 
while the most wide-spread form *ddr[i] "4" seems to be an innovation with 
the inner Altaic etymology (cf. ## 4, 22). 

An indirect support of the original semantic structure of the numeral "6" is 
attested in Lamut (= Even) of Kamchatka Bay, where Messerschmidt and 
Strahlenberg recorded degen II degen "4" vs. dgalkun II dagalkun "6" respec
tively. If the element -/- reflects the ablative suffix *-la-ki'-, this innovated 
numeral probably represents a subtraction *"4 [subtracted] from 10" ? 

With respect to the promising Chukcho-Koryak etymologies of the numer
als "7" & "9", a hypothesis of the same origin for "6" is not so heretic. In fact, 
there is a good candidate in Koryak (near Karaga Isl.) nun-malan "6" ( = "1 + 
5") or Chukchi (Steller) annyan-millgin etc. (Anderson 1982: 32). 

36. Tg *nadan "7" is reconstructed quite unambiguously. The only rather 
deviated form nadun in Oleni dialect of Evenki (Strahlenberg) is explainable 
by the influence of nucun "6" and ziapkun "8". The numeral has been com
pared with OJp nana- and Koguryo (Murayama) nanun "7" (Miller 1971: 242). 
Starostin 1991: 141 adds Tk *jatti (< *jaddi in his transcription) and MKor 
nir-kup "7". Regardless of evident phonetic problems of this comparison, Sta
rostin, Dybo & Mudrak 1995: n. 692 reconstruct pAlt *nad[i]. On the other 
hand, Miller 1971: 242 assumes a borrowing from Mongolian, reconstructing 
the following, rather risky, development: pMo *daluyan "7" > *laduyan > 
*ladayan > pTg *nadan > pJp *nana-. Regardless of this not too convincing 
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attempt, the idea of a foreign origin of the numeral from the interval 6+10 
without any promising internal etymology is doubtless fruitful. It is remark
able that the numeral "7" has been borrowed in more language families: Indo-
European and Kartvelian from Semitic, Fenno-Permian from Baltic (or early 
Slavic according to Napolskikh), Ugrian from Indo-Iranian (or Tocharian ac
cording to Napolskikh), Samoyed from Tocharian, South Cushitic from Bantu, 
East Cushitic from some Nilo-Saharan source (Surma ?), etc. Consequently it 
is quite legitimate to seek some non-Altaic neighboring or substrata! donor-
language. One candidate is certainly the Nivkh language, a substratum for the 
Tungus languages from the basin of lower Amur. But the form gamg "7" can
not be a source of the Tg *nadan. Similarly Yukaghir, a substratum for some 
northern Even dialects, can be excluded (cf. Tundra puskij-, Kolyma purkij-, 
orig. "2 over [5]", where kij- = "2", Kolyma pure- "top", see Krejnovi£ 1982: 
114). The last candidate, Chukcho-Kamchatkan, represents probably the oldest 
recognizible stratum preceding the Tungus languages. Burykin 1984: 20-23 
collected more Tungus etymons without Altaic cognates but with hopeful 
Chukcho-Koryak parallels. And really, in Koryak (Pallas) nyettan-myllaga "7" 
(= 5+2, cf. hittaka "2" & myllaga "5"), Koryak of Karaga Isl. (Pallas) nyttyaka-
Sit "7" vs. nityakaw "2" or Itelmen of Tigil River (Billings / Sauer) nittanoo 
"2" (< Koryak ?) vs. ittax-tenu "7" (Anderson 1982: 30-31) etc., a source with 
a transparent etymology can be found. 

Jurchen dalhdn (Janhunen) = daRxwan (Mudrak) "17" and Manchu dorxon 
"seven-years-old boy" are apparently of Mongolian origin (Janhunen 1993: 
176 in contrary to Miller 1975: 147, seeing here an original Altaic archaism). 

37. Tg *jfabkun "8" must be reconstructed with *-b-. The change *-bk- > 
*-pk- is certainly more natural than the change *-pk- > *-bk-, presumed tacitly 
by Benzing or Starostin. The forms with *-b- are really attested in Solon 
(Ivanovskij) jfabkiin, Lamut (Witsen) jiabkan, Lamut of Aldan (Billings) 
digkabkan (!). Starostin 1991: 141 segments his Tg reconstruction *$a-pku-n 
"8", comparing it with OJp ya- "8" < *da- without any deeper analysis. 
Ramstedt proposed two etymologies: 

(i) *$ab- is identified with Evenki $abdar "long" (TMS I: 239), while the 
second component has to be borrowed from Sino-Korean kon "eldest 
(brother)"; Ramstedt supposes the following semantic development: "long 
brother" > "long finger" > "middle finger" > "8" (1949: 77; 1982: 89); there is 
a more elegant solution, identifying the second component with Tg *xuniaka~n 
"finger" (TMS I: 276-277; Benzing 1955: 59), hence *3ab-kun *"long finger" 
(a medial allophon of pTg *x- is *-k-, cf. the rule 22). 

(ii) *$-ap-kan (sic) < *$u(r)-ap- "2 before [10]", in analogy with Kor 
ystirp < *yor-tur-ap "10-2-before", i.e. "2 before 10" (Ramstedt 1982: 19). 
This etymology can also be modified and so supported. Accepting the recon
struction *$abkun, the segmentation *jfV- "2", *aba "no, not" (TMS I: 3) and 
*-kun is possible. The function of the last segment remains open. The same 
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-kun also forms the puzzling Lamut of Kamchatka Bay numeral dgalkun II 
dagalkun "6", where the internal structure "4 subtracted from 10" is almost 
evident (see Tg "6"). It is tempting to assume that the enigmatic numerals 12-
19 in South Tungus languages are terminated by the same suffix *-kun. If we 
accept their identity, the meaning "10" of *-kun is compatible with both its 
functions. This hypothetical conclusion has no evident support in the Tungus 
languages. Perhaps only the quoted Tg *xuiiakan "finger" with the diminutive 
suffix *-kan, which can be interpreted as a singulative. Hence the shortened 
form could mean *"[all] fingers" > "10". 

Let us mention that Panfilov 1973: 9 reconstructed pNivkh *xon "10". Can 
it be the source of the suffix *-kun ? 

38. Tg *xtiriagin "9" should be reconstructed with *-n- instead of *-y-
(Benzing) on the basis of the forms unjun "9" and kunjun-tzu "90", recorded 
by Strahlenberg (1730) in one South Tungus dialect named Tongusu-Konni. 
The puzzling Jurchen oniohun (Janhunen) = onioxwan (Mudrak) "19" also 
supports this reconstruction. The first component *xitna- suggests the stem 
*xuna- "finger". The front vocalism could be caused by the suffix *-gin, ter
minating perhaps also the numeral "4". An alternative solution can be repre
sented by a substratal origin similarly as in the case of the numeral "7". A 
promising source appears again in the Chukcho-Koryak languages: Chukchi 
(Bogoras) qonyA-cyflken, Oleni Koryak xoia-cankin, Paren Koryak qonhay-cyg 
ken, Kerek qunhay-cirfi "9" etc. (Anderson 1982: 30, 51, including the com
parison of Koryak and Tungus numerals "9"). 

Miller (1971: 237) finds a cognate of Tg *xiiyagun (Benzing) "9" in OJp 
kokond- "9", assuming the multiplication "3x3". But he is not able to explain 
the difference between initial Tg *x- and Mo y- in yurban "3". Starostin 1991: 
141 reconstructs pTg *xegiin "9" for an easier comparison with OJp kokond-, 
not respecting the forms as Jurchen hujehun or Evenki of Lower Tunguska 
ijogjin and the forms documenting the reconstruction *-n-. It is interesting that 
this comparison does not appear in the Comparative dictionary of Altaic lan
guages prepared by Starostin, Dybo & Mudrak. 

Poppe 1960: 32-33 rejects the initial pTg *x- and reconstructs *yegun, 
comparing it with pMo *yersiin. 

39. Tg *3uwan "10" can be compared with Mo *$aylwun "100" (see 
above) or with OJp tdwo "10", implying in that case pAlt *c- (Starostin 1991: 
141 reconstructs pAlt *duwa "10", while Vovin 1994: 106 *duba-; already 
Miller 1971: 220-221, 236 thought of this connection, speculating about pAlt 
*d-). This numeral remains etymologically unexplained. Ramstedt's derivation 
from the verb *$uwan- "to open" would be perhaps acceptable but the correct 
meaning is "to yawn". The comparisons with Kor £JUT\ "all (of numerals)" or 
coi "all, alltogether, entirely" are phoneticaly and semantically plausible but 
they are too isolated (more see Mo "100"). 
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Properly Tungus etymology cannot be excluded either — cf. Manchu u$an 
"end, edge, limit, top" (TMS II: 250) and uju "head, beginning" > "the first" 
(Benzing 1955: 104; Poppe 1960: 63 finds cognates in WrMo u$ugur "Spitze, 
Oberende", MMo tigu'ur "Ende"), perhaps *ujfu-an > *ju(w)an *"end of right 
[hand]" (cf. Tg *an- "right" — see TMS I: 40-41). 

40. Even *mian, pi. *miar "10" (TMS I: 534) forms also tens, cf. Even 
(Lamut in AP) Jyiir-men "20", elin-men "30" = (Maydell / Schiefner ) dyor 
myar "20", elin myar "30". The closest cognates can be OKor (pSilla) *tu-
mur- "20" (Krippes) and MKor maiion "40" (Vovin) < *nay-mon or *na-mion7 
Ramstedt 1982: 105 compared it with Kor man "hand", mandi- "fingern, mit 
den Handen betasten" and the suffixes -man I -ban I -ben terminatig Mongo
lian numerals 3, 4, 8, 10. But there are at least alternative possibilities: (1) Kor 
mSn "amount, size, measure, number", compared by Ramstedt (1982: 105) 
with the Tg suffix *-man (e.g. *miar-man "ten series" — TMS I: 534); (2) Kor 
manhi "much, many", MKor man-ha, related to OJp mane-si "many, numer
ous" and perhaps Chuvash mon "big" (Ramstedt 1982: 106; Martin 1966: 41-
42; Starostin 1991: 94-95, 144-145). 

41. NTg *riamS(jfi-) "100" is phonetically compatible with OJp momo < 
pjp *muamua "100; a big number" and OTk jom-yi "all" (Starostin 1991: 78 
reconstructs pAlt *ri[ua]mV "a big number; 100"). Formally Mo *nayiman "8" 
could perhaps also be added, although the difference-in semantics remains 
puzzling (cf. the similarity of the numerals "8" and "100" in Sino-Tibetan). 
The Japanese word suggests an original reduplication. It is possible to imagine 
e.g. Even *mian "10" reduplicated in the form **mianmian- "10 x 10", giving 
NTg *nama~-. On the other hand, the metathesis *mtan > *nam- cannot be ex
cluded either, cf. Manchu niaman "heart" < Tg *miawan- (TMS I: 533-534). 
In that case the suffix *-jf/(n) can represent a reduction of the numeral *jfuwan 
"10", cf. e.g. Evenki of Lower Tunguska nemi-dje "100", where the same 
suffix terminates the numeral mukdnn-dje "11", djuhr-dje "12", ilan-dje "13" 
(AP). The final -n is preserved in Evenki of Barguzin njami-jin "100" (AP). 
On the other hand, in the suffix *-jfi the instrumental can be identified, form
ing also the collective numerals (Benzing 1955: 106). 

An unexpected, suggestive, but probably unrelated parallel appears in 
South Lappic dialects, where n'imme, n'timme etc. denotes "100". Its etymol
ogy is apparent: Uralic *nimi "name" (Finnish nimi, Hungarian nev etc. — see 
Honti 1993: 149). 

42. STg *taggu "100" is very probably derived from the verb *tag- "to 
read, count", cf. Evenki taiju "number"; Manchu taijgu means both "100" and 
"quantity" (TMS II: 161-163). Nivkh (Amur) r'aijga "much, many", n-r'aqq 
"one hundert" is undoubtedly a borrowing from South Tungus (Bouda 1960: 
402). 
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Korean numerals 

Besides the studies of Ramstedt devoted to Korean etymologies including 
numerals (1949, 1982), probably only Junker (1953) analyzed especially the 
Korean numerals (Krippes 1991: 150 quotes his not yet published study "The 
Phonetic History of Korean Numerals". Korean Linguistics 7). 

Modem Korean Middle Korean Proto-Silla 
Lee 1977: 248 Lee 1977: 174 Vovin 1993: 248-249 Kripes 1991: 149 

1 hinna hinnah 
2 tur turh *tubur 
3 says sayh sey(h) *siri-k 
4 nays nayh ney(h) 
5 tasSs tasis 
.6 yosis 'yasTs 
7 nirkop nirkup *nir-k 
8 yotirp 'yatirp *yutur 
9 shop 'ahop 

10 yar 'yarh 
20 simir sirmr *tumur-on 
30 syarhm syarhln *siri-k-on 
40 mahin mazgn mafion 
50 suyn suyn swin 
60 yasyun 'yasyuyn yey.sywuyn 
70 nirhln nirhfn *nir-un 
80 yaffn 'yaffil *yutur-un 
90 ahtn 'ahin 

100 (piik < Chinese) 'on 

Comparative-etymological analysis 

43. MKor hannah (Lee) > NKor hanna "1" consists of the numeral proper 
and the numerative na with a probable meaning "piece, face" (Junker 1953: 
301). The closest cognate represents Manchu sonio "one, a single", sonixon 
"single, not in pairs", son son i "one by one, each for itself (Ramstedt 1949: 
60 compares also Ainu shi-ne "1" which is probably of Austric origin); cf. 
further WrMo sonduyai "odd", OTk sirjar "one of a pair" (TMS II: 111; 
Rasanen 1969: 417; Starostin 1991: 296). Starostin's reconstruction of pAlt 
*s(i)onV "one, single" can be modified in *soniV. 

44. MKor turh (Lee) = turh (Starostin) = early MKor (NichO-reki) tufuri "2" 
< OKor *tiip3r ~ *tiifi5r (Lee) = *tubur (Krippes) = *tubir - *tuwir (Starostin) < 
pKor *twubwu-l (Vovin 1994: 106) is compared with Tg *jfdwa-(r) "2; pair", 
Mo *#rin "2" (about women) (Ramstedt 1949: 274-275, Id. 1957: 65; Starostin 
1991: 33). Martin 1966: 245 adds OJp tur-e "companion" (he and Ramstedt also 
speculate about Ainu tu "2" but also here a hopeful Austric etymology exists). 
Tk *diif "equal" and *[d]iir) "pair" can be related too (see Mo "2"). 
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MKor simi'r "20" looks like a form quite different from the numeral "2". 
Ramstedt 1949: 238 compared it with Manchu simxun "the fingers and toes — 
of man". Krippes' reconstruction of pSilla *tumur- opens a possibility to con
nect it with the numeral "2" itself. It is tempting to see here the same structure 
as e.g. in Even of Oxotsk (AP) jur-mer "20". Unfortunately, Krippes does not 
present any evidence for his reconstruction. 

Miller 1996: 145 compares -mir in simi'r "20" (in his transcription 
sumul.h-) with Tk *-mil2 forming the numerals "60", "70" (see # 15). He finds 
a support for the primary meaning "ten" in NKor mus "(a bundle of) ten 
(sheaves, fish, etc.); a plot of land from which ten sheaves of tax-grain are 
collected". 

45. MKor soy-h (Lee) = sSi (Starostin) "3" must be reconstructed with *-r-
preserved also in syorhin "30" (cf. pSilla *siri-k "3" and *siri-k-on "30" re
constructed by Krippes 1991: 149). Ramstedt (1949: 225 and 1957:65) com
pared it with Manchu sertei "one with three lips" (TMS II: 146) and WrMo 
serege, serige, seriye "trident, threepronged; fork", Khalkha sere, Kalmyk 
ser£ "Dreizack, Gabel" (Ramstedt 1935: 325); Mo > Teleut sari, Soyot sere 
"Harpune" (Rasanen 1969: 411). Starostin, Dybo & Mudrak 1995, n. 1002 add 
Turkish saz "three-stringed instrument", although they do not exclude its Per
sian origin. 

The etymology is not solved. One possibility represents Tg *siru "span" 
(the distance between thumb and forefinger) (TMS II: 80). The semantic motiva
tion for the denotation of the numeral "3" can be based on the fact that the remai
ning fingers form a triple set of neighboring fingers. NKor sur < *soru (?) "fin
ger" (Ramstedt 1949: 245) and Tk *sara "span" ("the distance between thumb 
and forefinger" in Oghuz group against "the breadth of four fingers" in Kyrgiz, 
Kazakh, Uzbek) (Rasanen 1969: 411) are probably also related. Dybo 1986: 54, 
studying the system of spans in Altaic languages, draws attention to Fenno-Ugric 
*sorV(-$V) "span" vs. Fenno-Volgaic *sorme "finger" (UEW 448, 765). 

An interesting external parallel appears in Nivkh *fe "3" (Panfilov 1973: 
9), although its relationship is not unambiguous. 

Vovin 1993: 252, 256 comes with a revolutionary reinterpretation: he 
judges that the Korean initial s- in the numeral "3" reflects pAlt *n- ! His main 
argument is based on Kor tua "some few", traditionally derived from tu "2" & 
so "3" (Ramstedt 1949: 275). Vovin modifies the Middle Korean reading of 
this word in two.ne(h). His reading of the "triangle" sign as -n- looks con
vincingly for the medial position. But the conclusion pAlt *n- > MKor s-/-ri-
cannot be supported for the initial position by other Korean - Altaic compari
sons. Al l the presented hopeful etymologies are in agreement with the rule 20. 
The only example of Vovin supporting his idea is the comparison of MKor -tie 
"3" & OJp mi- "3". His reconstruction of Tg *nil-an "3" is quite artificial. 
Perhaps the Tg numeral *rid[l]giin "6" (if it means 2x3 as in Mongolian?) 
would fit better. 
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46. MKor nayh "4" has no convincing etymology within Altaic 
(Ramstedt's attempt to connect it with Evenki novarkana "four-years-old rein
deer" — see 1982: 121 — must be rejected) with the hypothetical exception of 
Tg *nd[t]gun "6", if the internal structure was "10 minus 4" (see Tg "6"). Kho 
1975: 108 connects the Kor "4" with Fenno-Ugric *iielja "4". Menges 1975: 
92 adds Dravidian *nal "4" besides the old comparison of Boiler (1857) with 
Jp yo- "4" and even Samoyed *tettS "4", very probably of Turkic (Old Bul
garian) origin (Blaiek 1998: 7). The loss of the expected *-r- can be explained 
in a similar way as in the case of the preceding numeral, cf. also pSilla *narih 
"river" vs. MKor nayh or *murih "mountain" vs. later MKor moyh (Lee 1977: 
80). Together with Nivkh ny-lnu- "4" ( cf. also ti-mar-i "quarter" <*ni-nar 74 

and mi-nr "8" = 2 x 4 — see Bouda 1960: 358) and Dravidian *nal "4", a spe
cific East Nostratic isogloss can be preserved here. 

Miller 1996: 116 mentions the puzzling MKor forms for "4" written in 
Japanese ^ana-syllabic script, namely towi, toFi, toi (according to the book 
Nichu-Reki, AD 1139, towi means "3", while "4" is sawi; the correct order 
should be evidently opposite, similarly as in the case of "5" and "6" — see Lee 
1977: 101), finding in it a genuine correspondent of Mo dorben "4" etc. (# 22). 

MKor mazMn "40" in the traditional transcription (Lee) looks very strange 
in confrontation with nayh "4". Vovin 1993: 248, 255 convincingly demon
strated that the correct reading must be marion. It is supported by early MKor 
source KYELIM YUSA (A.D. 1102-1106) written phonetically in Chinese 
characters, where the numeral "40" is transcribed mae.nyin. The form manon 
"40" is compatible with ney{h) "4" (Vovin) in case of a metathesis from 
**naymon or sim. The hypothetical second component **-mon agrees fully 
with pEven *mi'an, pi. *miar "10" (TMS I: 534), forming also tens: Lamut (= 
Even) dUgun-men "40" etc. (AP). 

47. MKor tasis "5" can be analyzed as a compound of ta "all, every one" 
& son "hand" (Ramstedt 1949: 245, 258-259 sees in the first component a 
derivative of the verb tatta "to open"), hence "[the fingers of] whole hand" 
(Ramstedt 1949: 77; Junker 1953: 302-303), cf. also Tg "5". The second pos
sibility represents a comparison of the component *ta- with the numeral "5" in 
other Altaic branches: Mo *tawu- II Tg *tu{a)ni)a II Koguryo utu, OJp itu-
(Miller 1971: 221; Starostin 1991: 70). 

MKor suyn (Lee) = swin (Vovin) "50" supports the point of view that the 
bearer of the meaning "5" in ta-sas is more probably the second component 
derivable from son "hand". The deviated forms kaseto "5" (Witsen) or early 
MKor (NichQ-reki) hasusu "6", correctly "5" (Lee 1977: 101) can be inter
preted as erroneous records. On the other hand, a different prefix could also be 
identified here, cf. e.g. the connecting particle ka (Ramstedt 1949: 80-81). 

48. MKor 'yssi's "6" has been segmented 'ya-si's. Ramstedt 1949: 77 con
nects the second component with -sis forming the numeral "5", hence ulti-
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mately with son "hand". In the first component he sees the verb yolda "to 
open" or its derivative (after Ramstedt) yar "10", cf. 'yatirp "8" < *'ysr-tur-
op "ten-two-lacking" (Miller 1971: 244). It is certainly possible, only the se
mantic function of -sis remains open. 

The other possibility follows from the law described by Vovin (1993: 
250-252): the medial *-n- became -s- in southern and Hamkyeng dialects and 
this change also influenced the central dialects. It means that the attested 
MKor form 'yas'i's could originate from *yonls (the influence of the preceding 
numeral tasis "5" must be also taken into account), suggesting a hypothetical 
archetype *y9r-n9y-3p(s) *"ten-four-lacking". 

Starostin (1991: 141) speculates about the loss of *n- assuming an original 
archetype *nji-, to be compared with Tg *iiu-i)u-n "6" (Starostin) and OJp mu-. 

49. MKor nirkup "7" was analyzed as *(n)ir- (cf. SKor ilgop) & *-kop 
"three bending" by Ramstedt 1949: 77, 124, 167, cf. Evenki Han "3". Miller 
1971: 244 proposes his own solution, which agrees with the internal structure 
of all the numerals 6-9: y9r-*yu-9p(s) "ten-three-lacking". It is interesting to 
confront it with the record of Witsen (1705) yer-op-dil "7" (Anderson 1982: 
58). Starostin 1991: 141 compares the first component nir- with Tg *nadan, 
OJp nana-, Tk *jatti "7", explaining either the internal structure of all the word 
or the phonetic differences. Ogura (quoted after Ohno 1970: 132) sees here a 
transformation of WrMo doluyaburi "forefinger". 

50. MKor 'ystirp "8" was analyzed as *yar-tur-9p "ten-two-lacking" 
(Ramstedt 1949, 76-77; Miller 1971: 244), cf. Kor op{s) "to be lacking" 
(Ramstedt 1949: 56). Junker 1953: 306 admits a relationship to Jp yattsu, OJp 
ya-tu "8". Tg *$abkun "8" can be analyzed in a similar way, i.e. *$(u)-ab-kun 
"two-lacking of-ten"? 

51. MKor 'ahop "9" is not so transparent as "8", but Miller 1971: 244 is 
probably right when deriving the numeral from a compound of the same internal 
structure as all the numerals of the interval 6-9: *y3r-han-9p "ten-one-lacking". 

Ramstedt 1949: 77 derives it from NKor a "child" and kop- "to be 
crooked", hence "the little one bent". Junker 1953: 306 noticed that one would 
expect *agop in this case. 

52. MKor 'y9rh (Lee) = y$r (Starostin) "10", together with y$r6h "a big 
quantity, number" (Starostin), have hopeful Altaic cognates: Tk *jur "100" // 
Mo *yersun "9", *yerin "90" besides WrMo yerii "the most of..." // OJp yoro-
du "10.000" (see Tk "100" and Mo "9"). The meaning of the pAltaic arche
type *yefii "could be "the greatest [number]" or sim. 

53. MKor 'on "100" has the closest cognate in Tk *6n "10" (Ramstedt 1949: 
177). The final component *-onl*-un (pSilla reconstructions of Krippes) forming 
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tens (cf. the termination *-an l*-in of tens in Mongolian) represents probably the 
same stem. It means that its meaning should be "ten". In that case the original 
form of the numeral "100" in early Korean was *yor-on "the biggest ten", simi
larly as in Tk the numeral *yur "100" can represent a reduction from the original 
*jQF-6n "the biggest ten" (cf. Ramstedt 1907: 19). The most hopeful etymology 
of the Tk-Kor issogloss leads to MMo ono- "zMhlen" (Haenisch 1939: 125; see 
Tk "10"), hence the original meaning was probably *"number". 

Japanese numerals 

Japanese numerals were specially studied in Miller 1971: 219-245. 

Japanese Old Japanese Proto-Japanese Koguryd 
Modem Pallas #166 <»' Miller 1971: 

220 
Starostin 1991 Murayama Lee Miller 1971: 

239-41 
1 hitolsu fto-c fitd-tu *pita-
2 futatsu vta-c futa-tu *puta-
3 mi(l)tsu mi-c mi-tu *mi- *mi(l) *mir < *mit 
4 yottsu yu-c yd-tu *<to-
5 itsulsu isy-c itu-tu *ltii- *utu *iic 
6 muttsu mu-c mu-tu *mu-
7 nanatsu naka-c nana-tu *nand- *nanun *nan9n 
8 yattsu ya-c ya-tu *da-
9 kokonotsu nogono-c kdk0n8-tu *k9ksno-
10 to to tOwo *tSW3 •te(k) *tek 
•y so -so-ti *-so 

100 momo inyagu momo *mukmui, cf. 
Ryukyu mumu 

* The dialect of Japanese sailors shipwrecked near Oxotsk (Pallas 1787: XIV). 

Comparative-etymological analysis 

54. OJp fito- < *pit9- "1" is reelated with Tk *bfr "1" // Mo *biiri "all, 
each" // MKor piris{6) "at first", piris- "to begin" (Martin 1966: 238; Miller 
1971: 230; Starostin 1991: 99; 73 about the change *-r- > Jp -t-\ he opines that 
Mo ii is secondary). 

Murayama and Kawamoto connect Jp "1" with Austronesian *it'a? "1", 
postulating a prefix *p- (a discussion and references see Starostin 1991: 99). 

Benedict 1990: 225 finds a cognate of Jp "1" in Austronesian *pi[t.]oo 
"one-eyed". 

55. OJp fiita- < *puta- "2" can be compared with MKor peak "pair" > 
mKor dtak id., cf. ipcak "this side" (Ramstedt 1949: 19) and Tk *bucuk "half 
(Rasanen 1969: 85; Sevortjan U: 283-284) — see Starostin 1991: 109. 
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An alternative comparison of Murayama and Kawamoto with Austrone-
sian *pat'aQ "pair" looks more hopefully than their Japanese-Austronesian 
comparison for "1" (quoted after Starostin 1991: 109). Concerning the differ
ent root vocalism, cf. Jp futsuka "20th day [of the month] vs. hatachi "20 years 
old" (Miller 1971: 226). 

Benedict (1990: 227, 257) differentiates the Austronesian cognates of (1) 
OJp futa- "2", and (2) fata- "20", which should be (1) pTsouic *-pusa- "2 
(years, nights, etc.)" and (2) Austronesian *pats123ag "pair" respectively. 

Miller (1971: 230) speculates about unattested pJp *yuta- "2", changed 
into *puta- under the influence of *pits- "1". This hypothetical form has to be 
compatible with MKor turh and Tg *3dwar. 

56. OJp mi- (Miller) = myi- (Martin; see Vovin 1993: 256) "3" has no con
vincing etymology. The only evident cognate is Koguryo *mi{t) (Murayama) 
= *mir (Lee) < *mit (Miller) "3". The puzzling root *mu- isolated from the 
unique form mugina-^ian "30" attested by Witsen (1705) in Lamut (= Even), 
could also be related. It is tempting to add Dravidian *mun.- "3", originally 
perhaps named after ""'protruding [finger]" (Andronov 1978: 242). Menges 
(1975: 92-93: Jp+Dr) also mentions Burrow (BSOAS 11[1943]: 334), com
paring the Dravidian "3" with Samoyed *nakur "3" (see Mo "3"). 

Vovin (1993: 252, 254) proposes a rather risky comparison of Jp "3" with 
MKor sey(h) & -ne "3" < He[ ]i and Tg *[n]ilan "3" (there is no evidence for 

= *s-). 
Miller (1971: 238-239) is probably wrong, connecting the Japanese-

Koguryo isogloss "3" with Tk W " 3 " (Menges 1975: 93). 

57. OJp yd- "4" has been derived from pJp *do- and compared with Tg 
*duj-gin II Mo dor-ben II Tk *ddrt (Starostin 1991: 71 reconstructs pAlt *tur ~ 
*tdr; about the loss of -r- see p. 73; similarly Vovin (1993: 106), reconstruct
ing only pAlt *tV-, while Miller 1971: 221 presents the archetype *ddr-\ cf. 
also Murayama 1962: 108 and 1966: 154 *dS-). 

Rahder, MN 8[1953]: 265 connects Jp yd- with Kor nay- "4", demonstrating 
the vacillation n- ~ y- by examples, like e.g. OJp nubu "to sew" vs. yubu "to 
bind" // Kor nupi- "to quilt, stitch"; he quotes (p. 285) the point of view of H. 
Izui concerning a common origin of Japanese, Korean and Fenno-Ugric numer
als "4" (see Kor "4"). Similarly Menges 1975: 92 and Kazar 1980: 210-211 
compare OJp yd- with Fenno-Ugric *nelja "4", and eventually also with 
Samoyed *tettS "4" (Janhunen 1977: 159). But the latter form is apparently bor
rowed from some Turkic language of a Bulgarian-Chuvash type (Blazek 1998: 7). 

Benedict 1990: 196 derives OJp yd- from a reduplicated form *ydyd- and 
connects it with Austronesian ^x^x^pat "4" ! 

58. OJp itu- "5" has been compared with the numeral "5" in other Altaic 
branches (excluding Turkic) with initial t-: Mo *tawu- II Tg *tu(a)riga- II 
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MKor tasas (see above). But a vowel preceding t appears only in Koguryo utu 
(Murayama) = tic (Lee) "5" and Old Bulgarian *eto "5" (Mudrak) and perhaps 
in puzzling Chagatai ittik "50" (see Tk "50"). Vovin tries to reconstruct *i- in 
Tg, postulating the following development *ituga > *tiwir)a > STg *cun$a. 
There is also an interesting extra-Altaic example in Eskimo itu-mak "the palm 
of the hand" (Thalbitzer, JSFOu 25/2[1908]: 23). On the other hand, Starostin 
1991: 138, fn. 138 (sic) thinks that i- appears secondarily influenced by the 
numeral i & i-so "50" (origin ?). 

Rahder, MN 9[1953]: 238-239 sees in i- a relic of **in corresponding to 
Palau im, Atayal ima- "5" < Austronesian *lima' (cf. also Benedict 1990: 206). 

It was already Boiler (1857) who compared Jp itu- with Fenno-Ugric 
*wft(t)i "5" (Sammallahti 1988: 489) = *witte (UEW 577), related to Samoyed 
*wut "10" (Janhunen 1977: 177; Sammallahti 1988: 541 reconstructs pUralic 
*wit(t)i ) — see Menges 1975: 95 (Jp+FU), Kazar 1980: 60 (Jp+Ur). This 
comparison could be acceptable also from the point of view of the Nostratic 
hypothesis, assuming a regular correspondence Uralic *w- vs. Altaic *0-ll*b-, 
depending on the following vowel (Illid-Svityc- 1971: 150). 

59. OJp mu- "6" has been traditionally connected in one pair with mi- "3" 
(Schort 1853: 11; Miller 1971: 237-238; Menges 1975: 92; Ivanov 1977: 36; 
Syromiatnikov 1981: 71). 

Starostin 1991: 78, 141 compares mu- with the Tg counterpart recon
structed and segmented by him *nu-gu-n "6" (similarly Vovin 1993: 106). 

Menges 1975: 94 mentions Boiler, the first one to compare Jp mu- "6" 
with Samoyed *moktut"6" (Janhunen 1977: 85), cf. also Kazar 1980: 108. But 
the Samoyed numeral is etymologizable on the basis of Samoyed *m§ki 
"back" (Janhunen I.e.), similarly as Fenno-Ugric *kUt{t)i "6" vs. *kuttV "back" 
(UEW 225); hence "6" = "beyond [5]" is quite plausible (Blazek 1998: 8). 

60. OJp nana- "7" together with Koguryo *nanun (Murayama) = *nansn 
(Lee) "7" has been compared with Tg *nadan "7" (Rahder, MN 8[1953]: 281; 
Murayama 1958: 229; Hamp 1970: 197; Syromiatnikov 1981: 71; Starostin 
1991: 141; Vovin 1993: 106). None of them offers any further etymology. 
Miller (1971: 241-242) sees borrowings in Japanese & Koguryo numerals "7", 
together with the Tungus counterparts, ultimately from some Mongolian 
source (see #36). 

Our hypothesis of the borrowing of Tg *nadan "7" from some substratal 
source, probaly of a Chukcho-Koryak type, also implies a similar origin or a 
cultural diffusion for the Japanese — Koguryo isogloss. Anderson 1982: 42 
mentions a set of very strange Japanese numerals compiled in the Compara
tive dictionary of Pallas (1787) there is, including naka-c "7". Anderson's 
interpretation "2+[5]" has no concrete support within Altaic, but it is explain
able thanks to Chukcho-Koryak, cf. e.g. Koryak (Krasennikov) ni'dkoletenyak, 
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Oleni Koryak niyax-malagan, Koryak of Kamenskoe Tjaa-midlagen "7", in 
both of the last examples evidently "2+5" (Anderson 1982: 30). 

On the other hand, in the case of this deviant form, it is possible to imag
ine a contamination of the properly Japanese numeral with Nivkh yatng "7". 

61. OJp ya- "8", frequently also "several" (Syromiatnikov 1981: 71), has 
been derived from yd- "4" by means of an "internal apophony" (Miller 1971: 
231; Syromiatnikov 1981: 47, 71). At the same time, Miller I.e. connects it 
with Tg *3abkun "8", similarly Starostin 1991: 141; Vovin 1993: 106. But Tg 
*3abkun probably represents an innovation with the inner Tungus etymology 
(see above). It is remarkable that elsewhere Miller compares the Tg "8" with 
Jp tako "octopus" (1971: 85). 

Kazar 1980: 208-209 sees a counterpart of OJp ya- "8" in Ugric *rialV 
"8", referring to the equation OJp yd- "4" vs. ya- "8" = FU *nelja "4" vs. 
Ugric *rialV "8". This point of view seems to be the most probable, although 
the Fenno-Ugric example is comparable with the Japanese pair only typologi-
cally (OJp y- does not correspond to FU/Ur *ri-). 

62. OJp kbkdnd- "9" cannot be derived from Jp kokodaku (OJp *kdkdda-) 
"very many" (Ohno), as it was demonstrated by Miller (1971: 236). 

Starostin (1991: 141) compares it directly with Tg "9", in his reconstruc
tion *xegun, similarly Vovin 1993: 106, reconstructing Tg *xegin. These re
constructions cannot explain all the historically attested forms, as it was ex
plained above (#38). A more plausible archetype could be *xiinagin, even 
closer to the Japanese form. Taking in account the deviating form nogono-c 
"9" (Pallas 1787, # 166), the hypothetical pJp *kdn9k9n9- corresponds to the 
Tg numeral one-to-one. Above it was demonstrated that Tg *xiiriagin "9" can 
be analyzed as a derivative of *xuna-kan "finger", hence "9" = *"[one] finger 
[lacking]", or it can represent a borrowing from a Chukcho-Koryak substra
tum. On the other hand, the Japanese numeral is unanalyzable. It means that 
a borrowing from Tungus represnts not only legitimate, but also probable 
possibility. 

Miller (1971: 237) sees in OJp kdkdnd- and Tg *xiiyagun (Benzing) a 
multiplication "3 x 3". In Tg it is improbable for phonetic reasons (see the 
disccussion in # 38). The Japanese numeral, esp. accepting the reconstruction 
*ksnok9n9-, really can be interpreted as the multiplication (see #21). The 
multiplication "3 x 3" forming the numeral "9" is not usual, but it does not 
mean that it cannot exist. E.g. in various dialects of the Yuma group of the 
Hokan language family just this structure is safely recognizable: Cocopa xwak 
"2", xamuk "3", xmxuk "6" = "3 x 2", xmxmuk "9" = "3 x 3", Yuma xavik "2", 
xamok "3",xumxuk "6",x'nvtmok "9", etc. (Langdon & Munro 1980: 124-125). 

Shiratori (1937) explains Jp kokono- on the basis of koko "bend" and na 
"not", hence *"not obtained by bending" (see Miller 1971: 234). 
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63. OJp towo "10" cannot probably be derived from OJp towomu "to be 
bent, be curved", nor from tawomu "bent", Jp tawamu "to bend, be bent" 
(Ohno 1955, against Miller 1971: 232). 

Miller 1971: 235-236 prefers the relationship to Tg *$uwan "10", starting 
from the initial pAlt *d-. Similarly Starostin (1991:141) and Vovin (1993: 
106), but they reconstruct pAlt *duwa and *duba- respectively, however with
out any attempt of etymology. Kor ioi "all, altogether, entirely" (see Tg "10") 
is compatible semantically, and with *£uwa- also phonetically. 

Elsewhere Miller (1971: 233) rejects Ozawa's comparison of OJp towo 
"10" and WrMo tabun "5" for different semantics. But if we accept the most 
hopeful etymology of Tg *tu(a)tiga "5" = *"all fingers", and its relationship 
with Mo *tawu- "5", the original meaning "all [fingers of one / two hand(s)]" 
can also represent a primary semantic motivation for "5" and "10". 

The position of Koguryo te (k) "10" remains obscure; it is remarkable that 
Miller (1971: 236) prefers to connect it with OTk *tokuz "9" (not "10"!!) 
rather than with OJp towo "10". 

Ramstedt (1982: 212) compared Jp to "10" with Ainu toe, toye "many" 
and with Kor toi-, to- "to be thick". 

64. OJp -so forms the tens 30-90. Its etymology is obscure. Ohno (1955; 
see Miller 1971:227, who rejects this comparison) and Murayama (1958: 229) 
connect -so with Korean son "hand". Miller (1971: 227) sees here an allo-
morph of OJp towo "10", referring to the t-l-s-variation described in Japanese. 

Benedict 1990: 224-225 compares it with Kadai *tsia and Austronesian 
*?itsa ~ *?atsa "1", *-tsa "(compound) one", widespread in Austronesian in 
"10", "100" and "1000". 

65. OJp momo, Ryukyu mumu "100" are formally compatible with NTg 
*namS- "100" (Starostin 1991: 78 reconstructs pJ *mukmuA and adds OTk 
jumyi "all", yom- "to collect" — see Sevortjan IV: 219-220). More about it — 
see #41. 

Abbreviations 

AA Afroasiatic, Alt Altaic, AP Asia Polyglotta of Klaproth, Dr Dravidian, 
FU Fenno-Ugric, IE Indo-European, Jp Japanese, Kor Korean, m modern, M 
Middle, Mo Mongolian, N North, O Old, p proto-, S South, Tg Tungus, Tk 
Turkic, Ur Uralic, Wr Written. 
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